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Cortical Dynamics of Three-Dimensional Figure-Ground Perception
of Two-Dimensional Pictures
StephenGrossberg
Boston University

This article developsthe FACADE theory of 3-dimensional(3-D) vision and figure-ground separation to explain data concerninghow 2-dimensionalpictures give rise to 3-D perceptsof occluding
and occludedobjects. The model describes how geometricaland contrastive propertiesof a picture
can either cooperateor compete when fonning the boundaries and surface representationsthat
subserveconsciouspercepts.Spatially long-rangecooperationand spatially short-rangecompetition
work togetherto separatethe boundariesof occluding figures from their occluded neighbors.This
boundary ownership process is sensitive to image T junctions at which occluded figures contact
occluding figures. These boundariescontrol the filling-in of color within multiple depth-sensitive
surfacerepresentations.Feedbackbetweensurfaceand boundary representationsstrengthensconsistentboundarieswhile inhibiting inconsistentones.Both the boundaryand the surfacerepresentations
of occluded objects may be amodally completed,while the surfacerepresentationsof unoccluded
objectsbecomevisible through modal completion. Functionalroles for conscious modal and amodal
representationsin object recognition, spatial attention,and reachingbehaviors are discussed.Model
interactionsare interpretedin tenns of visual, temporal, and parietal cortices.

The human urge to representthe three-dimensional(3-D)
world using two-dimensional (2-D) pictorial representations
dates back at least to Paleolithic times. Artists from ancientto
modem times have struggledto understandhow a few lines or.
color patcheson a flat surfacecaninduce mentalrepresentations
of occluding objects in front of occluded objects. This article
analyzes how a 2-D picture can generatea perceptof a 3-D
scenein which suchfigure-ground separationoccurs.The article
accomplishesthis by developinga neural theory of biological
vision called FACADE theory (Grossberg, 1993, 1994; Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1995), which heretofore has provided a
unified analysis of manyperceptualdata that may, at the outset,
appearto be unrelated.It explains these data as manifestations
of brain mechanismsthat generatepreattentive3-D representations of boundariesandsurfacesandthatusetheserepresentations
to engageattentive mechanismsfor visual recognition, spatial
orientation,and search(Grossberg,Mingolla, & Ross,1994).

1. Three-DimensionalPop-Outand Amodal Completion
This anicle furtherdevelopsFACADE theory to explain some
pictorial visual perceptsthat haveplayed a major role in classi-
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cal debatesabout how biological vision works. These percepts
are influenced by the often subtle relationships that exist between the geometrical and contrastiveproperties of a picture.
The percepts generatedby changing these relationsh.ipschallenge one to think more deeply about how 2-D pictures give
rise to depthful 3-D p"ercepts.Two notable themes in such an
analysis concern how the perceptsgeneratedby line drawings
differ from thosegeneratedby colored surfaceregions and how
a partially occluded object in a picture can get completed,and
therebyrecognized,behind an occluding object,evenif the completed representationis not seenas a visible contrast or color
difference. Such a completion eventis often called an amodal
percept (Michotte, Thines, & Crabbe, 1964)to distinguish it
from modal perceptsthat do carry a visible perceptualsign.
Amodal percepts may occur even if there is no obvious occluding or occluded object. For example,in Figure lA, a vivid
vertical illusory contour is generatedby the offset grating, even
though there is little or no brightness or color difference on
either side of the contour. Thus,this illusory contour is an amodal percept,one that canbe consciouslyrecognizedeventhough
it does not generatea visible perceptualsign. In contrast,the
perceptof an Ehrenstein disk in Figure I B is a modal percept
becauseit generatesa brightnessdifferencebetweenthe interior
and the exterior of the disk, eventhoughthe background luminanceis uniform throughoutthe image.
An analysisof the conditions thatleadto modalversusamodal
perceptscanbe used to shed light on the largerquestionof how
an image or a sceneis parsedinto object representations,how
the processesof visual perceptionand object recognition are
related, how an observercan be consciousof both visible and
amodal percepts,and how these distinct perceptualrepresentations contribute to adaptive behaviorduring a typical perception-action cycle. Data of this kind also can be used to clarify
howa percept,whethermodal or amodal,achievesits perceptual
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Figure J. A: The offset black horizontal lines inducea perceptof a verticalboundary thatcanberecognized
even though it does not generatea visible brightness or color difference.B: The circular boundary of the
Ehrenstein disk becomesvisible because it does induce a surfacebrightnessdifference betweenthe disk
and its surround.

stability. Of panicular interest are percepts. both modal and
amodal. thatare bistable throughtime and thatflip intermittently
betweenalternativepercepts of the sameimage.

2. PerceptualStratification
Images that undergo perceptualstratificationiIIustrate some
of these themes in a vivid way (Kanizsa, 1985; Petter, 1956;
Rock, 1993). Figure 2A, for example,is just a combination of
interconnectedwhite regions on a black background.PerceptuaIIy, however,Figure 2A generatesa bistable perceptof an occluding object and an occludedobject. It canbe perceivedeither
as a white cross in front of a white outline squareor as a white
outline square in front of a white cross. The former percept
generaIIyoccurs. This is usuaIIy attributed to the fact that a
thinner structure tends to be perceivedbehind a thicker one
(Petter, 1956).
The stratification percept of Figure 2A raises many issues.
How does a cross generatea percept' 'in front of" a square in
a 2-D picture? How does the boundary of the cross get completed acrossthe white regions where it intersectsthe square?
How doesthe white color within the completedcrossboundary
get capturedinto a surface that is surroundedby this boundary
and assigned to a depth plane in front of the square? How
do the incomplete squareboundaries get amodaIIycompleted
"behind" the cross to facilitate recognitionof the square?Why
don't the completed squareboundariescapturethe white color
within them where they intersect the cross?When the percept
switches,so that the squareappearsin front of the cross, why
do the completed squareboundaries succeedin capturing the
white color that previously was attributedto the cross,whereas
the completedcross boundariesare merelyamodaIIycompleted
behind the square?Why is the perceptbistable?Why does the
cross win over the squaremore often than not?
Variants of the image in Figure 2A were used by Kanizsa
( 1985) to argue againsta number of influential positions in the
history of perception. One such position was the likelihood
principle of Helmholtz (1873), namely,that "we always believe
that we see such objectsas would, underconditions of normal
vision, produce the retinal image of which we are actually conscious." Many other perceptualthinkershaveadvocatedvariants

of suchan inferencetheoryby emphasizingthat pastexperienc
candisambiguatean ambiguousstimulus. Notable among then
is Gregory (1970).
Kanizsa (1985) introduced Figures 2B-D as counterexamples to this hypothesis.In eachfigure, the principle of stratification determinesthe percept in each image region where the
intersectionof the cross and the squareis left ambiguous.The
resulting perceptis one of the squareweaving over and under
the cross, eventhough sucha perceptis much less likely than
one in which the squarewould appear entirely in front of the
cross in eachimage.
From the presentperspective,the images in Figure 2 illustrate
subtlerelationshipsbetweenthe geometricpropertiesof an image-such as the spatial organizationof its edges,textures,and
shading-and the contrastivepropertiesof an image-such as
the luminanceandcolor differencesthat helpto define the spatial
organization. In particular,image geometrydoes not influence
only the boundary representations,and image contrastsdo not
influence Of1lythe surface representationsthat subserve visual
percepts.Instead,I illustrate herein how geometricaland contrastivepropertiescan eachinfluence both boundaryrepresenta-.
tions and surface representations,but in different ways and to
different degreesin responseto different pictures or scenes.
For example, in Figure 2B, the two pairs of vertical black
lines changeboth the image geometryand the contrast relationships found in Figure 2A. Theseedgescreate boundaries that
helpto capturethe interveningwhite color into a vertical surface
of the squarethat pops out in front of the horizontal bars of the
cross.The boundariesof the horizontal bars are then amodally
completedbehind the square surface,even though the vertical
bars of the cross still appearto lie in front .of the cross most of
the time. This percept raises the questionof how the vertical
black lines in Figure 2B overridethe tendencyin Figure 2A for
the horizontalbars of the crossto complete their boundaries. In
particular, what preventsthe horizontal boundariesof the cross
from penetratingthe vertical black lines and creating a bistable
percept there,as in Figure 2A? It appearsthat the horizontal
illusory contours that help to completethe cross boundaries in
Figure 2A cannotcompete effectively with the "real" vertical
black lines that induce the complete vertical boundariesin Figure 2B.
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Figure 2. Examplesof perceptualstratification.A: The perceptof a cross in front of a partially occluded,
but amodally completed, outline squareis most frequent.B-D: Adding edgesand contrast differencesto
the image in A disambiguatessomefigure-ground relationships,whereasthe others still favor a cross-infront interpretation.As a result. perceptsin which the squareis seento weaveover and under thecross are
generated,ratherthan the simpler perceptsin which the outline squarewould appearin front of the cross
in eachexample.Note. A is from "Nuove RicercheSperimentaliSulla TotalizzazionePercettiva,"by G.
Petter,1956,Rivista di Psicologia. 50. Copyright 1956by Giunti: Gruppo Editoriale. Adapted with permission. B-D are from "Seeing and Thinking," by G. Kanizsa, 1985,Acta Psycologia,59. Copyright 1985
by ElsevierScience.Adapted with permission.

In Figure 2C, the vertical blacklines in Figure 2B arereplaced
with the black surface regions of the cross. Here,the vertical
black lines on eitherside of the squareare collinearlycompleted
into boundariesthat penetrateregions of the cross.Thesecompleted vertical boundariescapturethe black color thattheycover
and thereby complete the vertical black edges that bound the
square.They also help to capturethe intervening verticalwhite
regions so that they form part of the surface representationof
the occluding square.As in Figure 2B, the horizontalboundaries
of the cross are amodallycompletedbehind the square.Similar
processesorganize the perceptin Figure 2D.

3. Boundary Ownershipand T Junctions
The percepts in Figures 2B-D illustrate how a few simple
strokes on papercan reorganizethe geometryof a figure to sup-

port quite different global percepts of occluding and occluded
surfaces.Figures 3 and 4 supply additional information about
how this happens.The images in Figure 3 are all line drawings.
Here, black edgessurrounduniformly white regions,so changes
in image geometrycovary with changesin image contrast. In
addition, all the edgeshave the samethicknessand contrastwith
respectto their background. Hence, any perceptual effects of
changingedgelocationsmay be attributedprimarily to their spatial organizationin the image. In contrast,the images in Figure
4 are built up from regions of uniform surfacecolor. Here,there
are no changesin imagegeometry.All perceptualdifferencesare
due to changesin imagecontrast. Thus,the images in Figures 3
and 4 tend to dissociatethe effects on perceptionof changesin
image geometryand contrast,respectively.
Due to the fact that the black edgessurround uniformly white
regions in Figure 3, the boundaries induced by these edges
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Figure 3. A: The horizontal bar appears to lie in front of a partially occluded vertical bar that is amodally
completed behind it. The alternative percept of two vertical bars abutting the horizontal bar is much less
frequent. B: Where only one vertical bar exists. its upper horizontal edge still seems to belong to the
horizontal bar. C: The square appears to lie in front of a partially occluded circle that is arnodally completed
behind it. The percept of a Pac-man figure abutting a square is much less frequent. In all these figures. a
shared boundary appears to belong to the occluding figure.

determinethe final surfaceorganizationof eachpercept.Despite
this simplification, the images in Figure 3 raise a number of
challenging issues.fur example,in Figure 3A, a horizontal bar
appearsto lie in front of a partially occludedvertical bar that
is amodally completedbehind it. The alternativepercept of two
rectangles abutting the horizontal bar is much less frequent,
although it provides a more literal description of the image.
Why are the horizontal boundariesthat are shared by the two
abuttingrectanglesin Figure 3A attributedto only the horizontal
bar?This "border ownership" relationshiphas beennoted by
a number of scientists(B. L. Anderson & Ju1esz,1995; Bregman, 1981; Grossberg,1994; Kanizsa, 1979; Nakayama,Shimojo, & Silverman, 1989). Once the shared boundaries are
attributed to the occluding horizontal bar,the vertical boundaries

A

B

are somehowfreed from interferenceby thesehorizontal boundaries and can thenamodallycompletevertical boundariesbehind
the horizontal bar.
Figure 3B shows that the processof attributing border ownership does not depend on the existenceof collinear boundaries
above and below the horizontal bar. When only one rectangle
exists below the horizontal bar. the lower horizontal edge still
seemsto belongto the horizontalbar.In addition. therectangular
vertical bar is perceptuallydetachedfrom the horizontalbar and
appearsto be part of a partially occluded object. even though
this object does not appear to be amodally completed behind
the horizontal bar. This percept hereby suggeststhat the processesthat govern border ownershipare initiated locally at the
T junctions where the boundariesintersect.

c
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Figure 4. Some imagesbuilt up from surfacesof uniform color. A: A black horizontal bar is perceived
to be in front of a partially occluded,amodallycompleted venical bar. B-C: The gray vertical bar usually
appearsto be in front of the panially occludedblack vertical bar, but it is easierin C than in B to perceive
the black regionsas two separatesurfaces.
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Figure 3C illustrates a variant of this property. Here, the
boundariessharedby the squareand Pac-manshapesdefine two
T junctions that are not collinear. Thesesharedboundariesare
used to form a percept of an occluding square surface. The
remaining Pac-manboundariesat the T junctions are perceptually detachedfrom the squareboundariesand are usedto amodally complete a curved boundary behind the square.These
amodally completedboundariescombine with the modal Pacman boundariesto initiate recognition of the Pac-manas a
(nearly) circular,but partially occluded,object. Amodal boundary completion can hereby occur betweenboundariesthat are
not collinear.
In summary,Figure 3 shows that pop-out of, an occluding
surfacecan occurif the partially occludedboundariesare collinearly completedbehind an occluding surface,as in Figure 3A;
if they are completedin a curvilinear fashion,as in Figure 3C;
or if they are not completedat all, as in Figure3B. Thesecases
suggestthat local properties at T junctions somehowinteract
with globalpropertiesof eachimageto triggerthe pop-outevent.
Theseperceptsraise the questionof whetherthe T junctions
in an imageare detectedby T-junction feature detectorsin the
brain or whetherthe brain respondsselectivelyto T junctions
even though explicit T-junction cells do not exist. The percept
of Figure 2A is suggestivebecausein the limit of a very thin
white square,theregionswherethesquareandthe crossintersect
define eight T junctions. How, then,can the perceptof Figure
2A be bistable if T-junction cells exist in the brain for the
purposeof separatingthe stems of the Ts from their tops? Why
wouldn't the crossalways win? Yet, how can the cross and the
squarebe separatedat all if suchcells do not exist? I showhow
to resolve this paradoxbelow.
4. Cooperation and Competition Between
,
Geometry and Contrast

A similar point may be made by considering the BregmanKanizsa image in Figure 5B (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979).
As in Figure 4A, the black occluder in Figure 5B appearsto
pop out in front of the gray fragments.When this happens,the
gray fragmentscan be amodally completed behind the black
occluder to make.them much more recognizable than are the
samesetof gray fragmentsin Figure5C. Reversingthe contrasts
betweenFigures 5B and 5D does not destroy this effect, much
as in Figures 4B and 4C. However,a progressivedecreaseof
the occluder's contrastin eitherFigure 5B or 5D will eventually
reach the point that the B fragments all appear as independent
components,as in Figure 5C, ratherthanas amodallycompleted
B shapes.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate that image geometry and contrast
can cause perceptualboundary and surface processesto either
cooperateor compete. In Figure 4A, they cooperate:The black
horizontal bar has a larger contrast than the gray bars with
respectto the white background.I show below how thesecontrast relations favor boundary ownership by the black surface
of its bounding horizontal edges.TheT junctions in the image
herebylose their tops to the occluding object. This attachment
process detachesthe T tops from their stems.This allows the
vertical boundariesthat end in the T stemsto be amodallycompleted behind the black occluding surface.
In Figure 4C, geometryand contrastcompete.The T-junction
geometrystill favors pop-outof the horizontal bar,but the reversal of contrast between the vertical and horizontal bars does
not. Instead,strong vertical black-white edgesand very weak
horizontal gray-white edges can prevent the detachmentof T
tops from their stems.The strong black-white and black-gray
edges can then create squareboundaries that combine to surround the black surfaces,therebyaltering the final percept.

-.."

The imagesin Figure 4 replicate the sameimageregions that
are in Figure 3A. Theseregions consistof regions of different
luminance ratherthanchangesin boundingedges.The contrasts
of the horizontal and vertical bars relative to the background
can herebybe reversed.Becausethesecontrastrelationschange
without a changein the bounding forms, any changeof percept
can be attributed to an interaction betweenthese contrastrelationships with respectto the fixed geometryof the forms.
In Figure 4A, as in Figure 3A, the perceptis one of a horizontal bar (here, black) in front of a partially occluded,amodally completed vertical bar (here, gray). Figure 4B reverses
the contrastsof the horizonta]and vertica]bars re]ativeto those
of Figure 4A andusesthe samepair of contrastsin both images.
The perceptof amodalcomp]etionis againthe sameas in Figure 4A. However,as the contrast of the horizontaJbar with the
backgrounddecreases,as in Figure 4C, there aJwayscomesa
point whenthe two black regionsdo not appearto be amodally
completedbehindthe horizontal bar. Instead,they are perceived
as two independentb]ack regions,which evenmayappearto be
closer than the intervening gray bar.The breakdownof amodal
completion is most strikingly seenby consideringthe limiting
case in which th~ contrastof the horizontal bar with the background is zero. Then, the image consistsof two black squares
on a white background.

5. Pop-Outand Transparencyin Percepts
of White Displays
Figures 2-5 illustrate how different combinationsof geometric and contrastiveimage properties can lead to different percepts of occluding objects in front of amodally completedoccluded objects. In all these cases,the occluding objects appear
to be opaque,and the occluded objectsare amodally ratherthan
modally completed behind them. Moreover,the completion of
occluding and occluded object forms does not have a major
effect on perceivedbrightness.
To more completely understand how image geometry and
contrast work together,considerFigure 6, White's (1979) assimilation display. In this image, the same set of contrastsis
arrangeddifferently within the sameimage geometryto generate
different percepts.Below, theseperceptsalso are tracedto interactions betweengeometricand contrastiveeffects on perceptual
boundariesand surfaces.In particular,althoughthe gray vertical
bars on both sides of the figure have the same luminance,they
generatestrikingly different brightnesspercepts.If this percept
were due simply to brightness contrast, the gray bars on the
left, being primarily on a background of vertical white bars,
would look darker than those on the right, which are primarily
on a backgroundof vertical black bars.The opposite perceptis
obtained, which is why the perceptis often cited as an example
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Figure 5. Role of occluding region in recognition of occluded letters.A: Uppercasegray B letters. B: B
letters appearto be partially occludedby a black snakelikeoccluder.C: SameB shapesas in B, exceptthe
occluder is white and thereforemergeswith the remainderof the white background.Although the exposed
portions of the letters are identical in B and C, they are much better recognizedin B. This difference in
recognition correlateswith the perception that the black occluderpops out in front of the gray B fragments,
thereby enabling the gray B fragments to be amodally completed behind the black occluder. The black
occluder also appearsto own the boundariesbetweenit and the B fragments.D: Reversalof the figureground colors in the Bregman-Kanizsa image (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in B still supportspopout of the gray occluderin front of the partially occludedB shapesunlessthe gray getsso close to white
that a perceptlike that in C is obtained. Note. C is from "StereoscopicDepth: Its Relation to Image
Segmentation,Grouping, and the Recognition of Occluded Objects," by K. Nakayama,S. Shimojo, and
G. H. Silverman, 1989,Nature, 320,p. 26x. Copyright 1989 by Macmillan MagazinesLtd. Adaptedwith
permission.

of brightness assimilation by the flanking black or white bars
to the gray bars.
TheWhite ( 1979) effect has generateda considerableamount
of experimental activity (e.g., Moulden & Kingdom, 1989;
Spehar,Gilchrist, & Arend, 1995; White, 1981; Zaidi, 1990).
The discussionbelow focuseson propertiesthat distinguish the
White effect from simple brightnessassimilation.For example,
eventhoughthe White effect is strongerat high spatialfrequencies, it does not disappear at low spatial frequencies (White,
1979),unlike the standardassimilationeffect describedby Helson ( 1964). Severalresearchershave proposedthat filters with
specializedproperties may help to generatethe effect. White
(1981) suggestedthat three separateprocessescontribute: (a)
lightness contrast, (b) lightness assimilationdue to the inability
of the visual systemto resolve grating contrastsat high spatial

frequencies,and (c) lightness assimilationdue to pattern-specific lateral inhibition betweenthe. test regions and their surrounds. Mouldenand Kingdom proposedthat two processesare
involved: a local one that is sensitiveto the comers where the
gray bars intersectthe black and white grating barsand a longer
range processthat is proposedto involve orientationally elongated cortical filters. Zaidi (1990) argued that Moulden and
Kingdom's analysis was insufficient and that "a number of
subsequentstages,including a spatial integration stage,would
have to be addedto their model for it to be an adequatedescription of White's effect" (p. 1254). The nature of these subsequent stageshas been clarified by experimentsby Spehar et
al. (1995), who showed that White's effect occurs when the
luminance of the targetpatchesfalls betweenthatof the inducing
stripes of the squarewave pattern. They concluded that "this
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The lightness of the bars can thenbe increasedby assimilation
from the white bars for reasonsthat I discussbelow.
In summary,Figures 4 and 6 show that a changeof contrast
relations in an image without a changein its geometrycan lead
to either 3-D pop-outor not, as in Figure 4, or to either opaque
or transparentsurface percepts,as in Figure 6. These various
perceptsalso call attentionto the issue of how brightness contrast can be restrictedto a prescribed depth plane even when
there are no explicit depth cues in a 2-D image.

6. InteractionsBetweenBrightnessand Depth:

Boundary-Surface
Consistency

Figure 6. The White (1979) effect: The gray vertical bars have equal
luminance in both cases,but the bars on the left look lighter than the
bars on the right.

critical role of luminance relationships is not predicted by existing models of these illusions" (p. 2603) and that "other
factors related to more global perceptualinterpretationof the
displays (suggestedby existing T-junctions,X-junctions, transparency) might be responsible" (p. 2613). The presentanalysis
is restricted to how these more global factors may contribute.
In particular,the display in the right side of Figure 6 shares
some properties of the Bregman-Kanizsa display of Figure 5B
(Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979). In this comparison,the vertical black bars in Figure 6 play the role of the black occluder
in Figure 5B, and the shorter gray bars play the role of the B
fragments.As in the Bregman-Kanizsa percept,whenthe black
bars of the ,White percept pop out, the boundariesof the gray
rectangles can be amodally completed behind them. Then, the
white and gray regions lie on a more distant "depth plane"
than the black occluding bars. When this happens,the perceived
darkening of the gray bars can be explained as a brightness
contrast effect due to the white backgroundon this depthplane.
Spehar et al.'s (1995) data can be interpreted in light of
this explanation as follows: The conditions under which they
observeda strong White effect are the sameconditions under
which geometry and contrast cooperateto generatea figureground percept. In the analysis given in Section 19, patternspecific inhibition plays a role, as White (1981) proposed,but a
role that influencesthe conditions for figure-ground separation
rather than lightness assimilation per se.
A similar percept may be generatedby the image in the left
side of Figure 6. Here, when the white bars appearto be oc- .
cluders, then the horizontal black-gray edgescan be amodally
completedbehindthem.The gray surfacecanthenappearlighter
because of brightness contrast from the black background on
this depth plane.
An alternative percept also can be generatedby this image
because of a shift of attention within an individual observer
or becauseof individual differences in the balance between
geometrical and contrastive factors acrossindividuals. In this
percept,horizontal illusory contoursjoin the black-gray edges.
When this happens,the gray bars may be perceivedas part of
a transparentwhite surface that lies in front of the black bars.

Figures 2-6 illustrate how different combinationsof geometric and contrastiveimage properties can lead to different percepts of occluding objects in front of occluded objects. In this
section, I summarizedata that show that the magnitudeof the
perceiveddepthdifference betweenoccluding and occludedobjects cancovary with the amplitude of the perceivedbrightness
difference. Moreover,sucha covariationof brightnessand depth
does not require that a perceptof an occluded object occurs.
Rather, it is sufficient for regions of differing brightness and
depth to be adjacent,as in Figure 3B.
Many researchershave studied the effects of brightness on
perceiveddepth.Egusa( 1983) summarizedthe literature,going
back to Ashley (1898), showing that the object having the
greaterbrightnesscontrastwith the backgroundis perceivedto
be nearer.In his own experiments,Egusaused a stimulus consisting of two adjacenthemifields of differentbrightness(Figure
7A). The participantwas askedto state which appearednearer
and to judge theperceiveddepth betweenthem. These studies
confirmed earlierones that demonstratedthe brightness-depth
interaction.Egusainterpretedtheseresults as a reflection of the
process wherebyfigure-ground separationoccurs.
In Egusa's (1983) study, there was no perceptof a partially
occluded object. Sucha perceptdoes occur when an observer
views a Kanizsasquare under appropriate viewing conditions
(Figure 7B). Severalstudies have shown that the square'sapparentbrightnessand depth covary relative to the picture background (Bradley & Dumais, 1984; Kanizsa, 1955, 1974; Purghe & Coren,1992). In addition, the squareappearsto partially
occlude the four circular disks at its comers,leaving only four
Pac-manregionsvisible.
The Kanizsa square percept is particularly challenging becauseboththe squareitself and its brightnessdifference relative
to the backgroundare visual illusions. Why should an illusory
brightnessdifferencelead to a perceptof perceived depth and
occlusion?A recurrentthemein this experimentalliterature concernsthe possiblerole of cognitive knowledge aboutfigure and
ground. A knowledge-basedargument is difficult to sustain
when suchperceptsare generatedusing inducersthat generate
unfamiliar shapes,rather than familiar shapessuchas squares.
It is also not clear from this perspectivewhy a depthdifference
is perceivedunderthe reduced conditions used by Egusa and
his predecessors.
The explanationthat is suggestedbelow is given in terms of
interactionsbetweenmechanismsthatreconcile geometricaland
contrastive constraintson image perception. In particular, the
boundary and surfacerepresentationsthat comprise a pictorial
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Figure 7. Brightness-depth interactions.A: The hemifield with greatercontrastwith r.espectto the background tendsto look closer.B: The illusory Kanizsasquaretendsto look closeras it is madeto look brighter
by varying the size, shape,or spacingof its inducers.

perceptneedto be mutually consistent.The explanationin Section 22 suggestshow feedbackinteractionsbetweentheserepresentationsachieveboundary-surface consistency.Realor illusory brightnessdifferences that emergein the surfacerepresentations use this feedbackprocess to reorganizethe boundaries
to support a perceived depth difference, as well as whatever
amodalcompletionsof partially occludedobjectsare consistent
with the image.

"

7. Are Both Boundaries and
Surfaces Arnodally Completed?

When amodal completion occurs, as in the stratificationimages in Figure 2, the rectang.ularimages in Figure 3, or the
Bregman-Kanizsa images (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979)in
Figure 5, an observer can recognize that completionhas occurred despitethe absenceof visible perceptualsigns.One way
to think about this is in terms of boundarycompletion. That
argumentgoesas follows: At pairs of T junctions whereoccluding and occludedobject boundaries intersect(say,in Figure 5),
the occluded object boundariesuse the stemsof the Tsto complete themselvesbehind the surface of the occluding object. It
is thenarguedthat boundariesare perceptuallyinvisible within
the brain systemwherein they are formed. Boundary visibility
is, instead,attributed to the brain systemwhereinsurfacesare
formed. Thus, if one can explain how occludedboundariesare
completed and why their occluded surfacesare not also completed,then a basis for recognizing but not seeingamodalperceptswould be achieved.An explanationof this type wasdeveloped by Grossberg(1994).
Although suchan argumentcontains a strong kernelof truth,
it may not be sufficient to explain all amodalpercepts,asone
realizes by inspecting severaltypes of images.For example,in
Figures 2A and 2B, one has the strong impression that the
amodalcompletionsof the square are white, yet in Figures2C
and 2D, they seemto be black. One could argue in thesecases
that these impressions are based on the likelihood principle

(Helmholtz, 1873) or otherhypothesis-testingtheoriesof vision
and might havelittle to do with a perceptualprocessper se. By
such an argument,the amodal percepts could be attributed to
amodalboundary completion (which is neededto recognize the
completed form in the first place,as in the Bregman-Kanizsa
B imagesin Figure 5), and this amodal boundaryperceptcombines with. a cognitive hypothesis about the occluded surface
that is based on prior experience.
The perceptsgeneratedby Figure 8 and manyrelated images
make such a cognitive argumentdifficult to support. Kanizsa
(1979) noted that likelihood or other hypothesis-testingargumentswould arguefor amodalcontinuationof the checkerboard
patternbehind the occluding circular disks. Instead,one has the
strong impressionthat a white cross lies behind the upper left
disk and that a black cross lies behind the lower right disk. This
perceptalso was used by Kanizsato argue againstthe Gestaltist
principle of Pragnanz.Pragnanzproposesthat perceptionworks
to achievethe most structurally coherentand maximally regular
configuration that is possible from an image-in this case,a
checkerboardpattern.SeeRock ( 1993) for a discussionof Pragnanz from this perspective.
Figure 8 provides otherlessonsabout perceptionas well, such
as why boundariesare invisible within the brain's boundary
formation systemand why boundarycompletion, by itself, cannot explain the amodal percept of a white cross beneath the
upper left disk and a black cross beneaththe lower right disk.
To understandwhy boundary completion is invisible, note that
each gray disk in Figure 8 intersectsalternating black and white
squaresalong its perimeter. Each successivesquare defines a
contrast of opposite polarity (black-gray, white-gray) with
respectto the disk. Thesealternatingdark-light and light-dark
edgescombineto form the circular boundary that surroundsthe
gray disk. Thus, boundaries of opposite contrast polarity, or
direction of contrast,are pooledto fonD the outputof the boundary completionsystem.This conclusion, which was first incorporated into perceptual models in the 1980s (Cohen &
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percept,thenone mustturnto perceptualmechanismsto explain
it. In particular, how canan occludedsurface not be visible yet
nonethelesssignify an amodalsurface color? How can one be
amodally aware of a surfacecolor that one cannot consciously

see?

Figure 8. The black and white squaresof the backgroundgroup into
long vertical and horizontalboundariesthatcross the figure, eventhough
theblack-white and white-black edgeshaveoppositecontrastpolarity,
or direction of contrast.The intermediategray of the disks createsalternating black-gray and white-gray edges that have opposite direction
of contrast yet group into unitary disk boundaries.Thus, the boundary
system pools signals from opposite directions of contrast to bridge
texturedand shadedcontrast-polarityreversals.In addition,as Kanizsa
(1979) noted, amodalcompletion behind the disks does not lead to the
more "likely" perceptionof squaresthat the checkerboardwould suggest. Instead,one is aware of a white cross and a black cross that are
partially occluded by the gray disks. Note. From Organization in Vision: Essaysin Gestal~Perception (p. 97), by G. Kanizsa, 1979, New
York: Praeger.Copyright 1979 by Praeger.Adapted with permissionof
GreenwoodPublishing Group, Inc., Westport,CT.

Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg & MingoIla,
1985a, 1985b), clarifies how the brain can separate object
boundariesfrom their backgroundsin the manysituationswhere
texture and shadingbreak the total object boundary into fragmentswith oppositecontrastpolarity. By pooling togetherlightdark and dark-light contrastsignals in their outputs,boundaries
lose their ability to carry a visible perceptual sign that can
distinguish light from dark. In this sense,all boundariesare
invisible.
To see why amodalboundary completion may not be sufficient to explain all amodalpercepts,supposethat the occluding
gray disks pop out and free the contiguouscheckerboardboundaries to be amodally completed behind them. The completed
amoda1perceptsof bothoccluded objectsapproximatethe shape
of a cross. This cross boundary is amodally completed,much
as the circular boundariesin Figure 3C are completedbehind
the occluding square.Given that both cross boundariesare the
same, another source of information must exist to determine
that the upper left occluded region seemsto be white whereas
the lower right occludedregion seemsto be black. A likelihood
principle (Helmholtz, 1873) explanationwould imply that both
regions should appearto contain black and white squares,which
is false. If hypothesis-testingmechanismscannot explain the

FACADE theoryoffersneural explanationsof all the percepts
derived from Figures 1-8. For example,explaining the percept
in Figure 8 usesthe fact that boundaryand surface fonnation
occur progressivelyovera series of processingstages.The final
stage of 3-D surface formation within the model is interpreted
to supportconsciousawarenessof vi~ible brightnessesand colors and is the processingstage at which 3-D figure-ground
perceptionof occludingandoccludedsurfacesoccurs.This processingstagewas identifiedwith extrastriatecortical visual area
V4 by Grossberg(1993,1994). Data consistentwith this hypothesishave beenreportedby Schiller ( 1995). An earli~rstage
of modelboundaryformation was interpretedto occur in extrastriate cortical areaV2 andto project directly to inferotemporal
(IT) cortical areas that subservevisual object recognition. As
noted above,this boundary signal does not support a visible
perceptualsign and thusis predictedto be amodallyrecognized
via the V2 -+ IT pathway.
This article exploitsthe fact that, at the sameprocessinglevel
where boundariesare completed,there is a surface fonnation
stage. The boundary representation was interpreted by
Grossberg (1993, 1994)to occur in the interstripes (or pale
stripes) of area V2, whereasthe surface representationwas
interpretedto occur in thethin stripesof V2 (see Livingstone &
Hubel, 1988, for relevantdata). In this article, I develop the
hypothesisthat both theboundary and the surface representations within area V2 project directly to IT object recognition
processes.This direct surfaceprojectionis predictedto subserve
amodal surface recognition,whetheror not it is supplemented
by a modal surface representationin areaV4. FACADE theory
posits that the final, modal stage of surface formation in area
V4 also projectsto objectrecognitioncenters.In all, the theory
predicts that at least two stages of surface formation are involved in 3-D perceptionand object recognition: an amodaland
a modal, or visible, projection.
Why are two suchrepresentationsneeded,and why does only
the latter representationachieveconsciousvisible perception?
It was shownby Grossberg(1994), andis reviewedbelow, that
the early surface representation(V2) selectsbrightness and
color information from eachof the two eyes separatelybefore
this information is binocularlyfused into a final binocular surface representation(V4). Thesemonocularsurfacerepresentations utilize binocular boundaries (V2) to selectivelycapture
those brightness and color signals that are consistentwith the
boundaries.Once captured,thesesignals"areselectivelybound
to a surface representationwith the same depth as the boundaries. Such a surface representation,however,usesbrightness
and color signalsfrom only one eye.I proposethatthe binocular
boundariesand the pairsof binocularly consistent,but monocularly derived, surfacerepresentationsare all used to form the
final binocular surfacerepresentationat a subsequent
processing
level (V4). It is here that occluding and occluded surfacesare
fully separatedand completed.
Why is only the final binocular surfacerepresentationvisible?
Why are the occludedparts of object surfacescompleted amo-
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dally in only the earlier surface representation?In addition to
carrying out 3-D figure-ground separation,I suggestthat the
consciously visible sign of the modal surface representation
correlates with its role in guiding sensory-motor skills, such
as reaching the exposedsurface of a visible target.The amodal
surface representationmay be used by more indirect cognitive
processesto organizemore complex sensory-motor behaviors,
such as reaching behind visible obstaclestoward partially occluded objects.This hypothesis suggestsone reasonwhy areas
like V2 and V 4 may have different combinationsof projections
to recognition, movement,andplanning areassuchasthetemporal cortex, the motor cortex, and the frontal cortex, respectively
(Felleman & van Essen,1991).

8. Review of FACADE Theory
FACADE theory derives its name from its goal of explaining
how the brain forms perceptualrepresentationsof Form-AndColor-And-DEpth. The theory proposeshow human visual systems are designedto completerepresentationsof objectboundaries that overcomenoise causedby the eyes' optics or barriers
caused by occluding objects; to complete surface representations of brightness, color, depth, and form that are invariant
undervariable illumination conditions; andto learnto recognize
salient objectsand eventsin the environment.Thesethree functions are performed by the three main subsystemsof the theory:
the boundary contour system(BCS), thefeaturecontoursystem
(FCS), and the object recognition system(ORS), respectively,
as indicated in the macrocircuit of Figure 9. Grossberg(1994)
and Grossbergand Merrill (1996) reviewed experimentalevidence that the BCS models aspects of the interblob cortical
stream;the FCS modelsaspectsof the blob cortical streamfrom
the lateral geniculatenucleus (LGN) to extrastriatevisual area

Figure 9. Completedboundarieswithin the boundarycontour system
(BCS) can be recognizedwithin the visual object recognition system
(ORS) through direct BCS -+ ORS interactionswhetheror not they are
seen in the feature contour system (FCS) by separatingtwo regions
with different filled-in brightnesses.colors, or depths. The monocular
preprocessing(MP) stageis defined in Section8.

Figure 10. Schematicdiagramof anatomicalconnectionsand neuronal
selectivitiesof early visual areas in the macaquemonkey. LGN = lateral
geniculatenucleus(parvocellular [parvo] and magnocellular [magno]
divisions). Divisions of visual areas VI and V2: blob = cytochrome
oxidaseblob regions, interblob = cytochromeoxidase-poorregions surrounding the blobs,4B = lamina 4B, thin = thin (narrow) cytochrome
oxidase strips, interstripe = cytochrome oxidase-poorregions between
the thin and thick stripes, thick = thick (wide) cytochrome oxidase
strips, V3 = Visual Area 3, V4 = Visual Area(s) 4, and MT = middle
temporal area. Areas V2, V3, V4, and MT have connections to other
areas not explicitly representedhere. Area V3 may also receive projections from V2 interstripes or thin stripes. Heavy lines indicate robust
primary connections,and thin lines indicate weaker,more variable connections. Dotted lines representobservedconnectionsthat require additional verification. Icons: rainbow = tuned and/or opponentwavelength
selectivity (incidenceat least40%), anglesymbol = orientation selectivity (incidence at least20% ), spectacles= binoculardisparity selectivity
and/or strongbinocular interactions(V2; incidence at least 20%), and
right-pointing arrow = direction of motion selectivity(incidence at least
20%). Note. From "Concurrent ProcessingStreamsin Monkey Visual
Cortex," by E. A. DeYoeandD. C. van Essen,1988,Trendsin Neurosciences,II, p. 223. Copyright 1988 by Elsevier Science.Adapted with
permission.

V4 (see Figure 10); and the ORS models aspectsof the IT
cortex, the frontal cortex, and the hippocampal system,among
other structures.
A unifying theme that constrains the design of the theory's
mechanismsis that there exist fundamentallimitations of the
visual measurementprocess. In particular, the computational
demandson a systemthat is designedto detectinvariant surface
colors are, in many respects,complementaryto the demands
placed on a systemthat is designedto detectinvariant boundary
structures.As summarizedin Figure II, the BCS forms boundaries inwardlyand in an oriented fashion betweencooperating

~i~~.
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Figure JJ. Some complementary computational properties of the
boundary contour system (BCS) and the feature contour system (FCS).

pairs or larger numbers of inducers,such as the Pac-menof a
Kanizsasquare.Moreover,asdiscussedin Section7, BCS outputs
pool opposite contrastpolarities,and in this senseare insensitive
to contrastpolarity, to form objectboundariesoverregionswhere
contrastreversalsexist. The FCS fills in surfacepropertiesoutward/)' and in an unorientedfashionusing a diffusion of activity
that is contained by BCS boundaries.The FCS generatesvisible
representationsthat are sensitiveto contrastpolarity.
To compute their complementaryproperties,the BCS and the
FCS process the signals from each monocular preprocessing
(MP) stage in parallel (see Figure 9). Interactionsbetweenthe
BCS and the FCS overcometheir complementarydeficiencies.
The macrocircuit in Figure 12 summarizes how levels of the
BCS and the FCS interact through multiple feedforward and
feedbackpathways to generatea visible 3-D surfacerepresentation of occluding and occludedobjects at the final level of the
FCS, which is called the binocular Filling-In Domain (FIDO) ,
that is proposed to occur in areaV4. How this is accomplished
in the theory is reviewed below to set the stagefor explaining
the perceptsgeneratedby Figures 1-8.
In addition to the complementaryrelationship betweenthe
BCS and the FCS, there also exist informational uncertainties
at individual processinglevels within eachof thesesystems.For
example, the computations within the FCS that reduce uncertainty due to variable illumination conditionscreate new uncertainties about surface brightnessesand colors that are resolved
at a higherFCS level by the diffusive processthatfills in surface
properties such as brightness,color, and depth.The computations within the BCS that reduce uncertainty about boundary
orientation create new uncertainties about boundary position
that are resolved at a higherBCS level by a processof boundary
completion. FACADE theory describes how the visual system
as a whole can compensatefor such uncertaintiesusing both

parallel and hierarchicalstagesof neuralprocessing.The theory
herebyarticulates the hypothesis that the visual systemis designed to achieveheterarchical compensationfor uncertainties
of measurement(Grossberg,Mingolla, & Todorovic, 1989).
The review of FACADE theory is given in two stages.First,
the monocular mechanismsof the BCS and the FCS are described to clarify the basic boundary and surface operations.
Then, the binocular extensionof FACADE theory is reviewed
to introduce the processingstages that are neededto explain
the typesof perceptssurveyedabove.Thesesummariesare given
in heuristic terms to bring out the main ideas. Readerswho
desire mathematicaldescriptionswith supportive computersimulations of otherdatacanfind them in a numberof recentarticles
(Francis & Grossberg, 1996a, 1996b; Francis, Grossberg,&
Mingolla. 1994; Gove, Grossberg,& Mingolla, 1995; Grossberg & McLoughlin, in press; Grossberg,Mingolla, & Williamson, 1995). Thesesimulations collectively demonstratethat the
FACADEtheory mechanismsdiscussedherein actually work as
describedbelow.

9. A Monocular Boundary Contour SystemModel
of Cortical Boundary Segmentation
The BCS consistsof multiple copies,each with cells whose
receptivefields are sensitiveto a different range of image sizes.
Each BCS copy consists of a filter followed by a grouping,
or boundary completion,network. There are two parallel BCS
architectures.The static BCS models the formation of static
boundary segmentationsby a cortical processing stream that
begins in the LGN and ends in extrastriate cortical area V 4
(DeYoe & van Essen,1988). This processing stream passes
through the interblobs of cortical area VI and the interstripes
of cortical areaV2. This LGN parvo -+ interblob -+ interstripe
-+ V 4 processingstream is depicted in Figure 10. The motion
BCS modelsboundarysegmentationsthatare derivedfrom moving forms by the LGN magno -+ 4B -+ thick stripe -+ MT
processingstreamdepicted in Figure 10. The summary in this
sectionconsidersonly the static BCS, and only a single scale
of its monocular processing properties,before generalizingto
the multiscalebinocularcase.Forsummariesof the motion BCS,
seeChey,Grossberg,& Mingolla, (1995, in press); Francis and
Grossberg( 1996b);Grossbergand Mingolla (1993, 1994); and
Grossbergand Rudd (1989, 1992).
The static BCS summary omits details that are not needed
for this exposition. In particular, details of cell receptive field
structure and feedbackfrom VI to the LGN are omitted. For
theseadditional features,which are not neededto explain the
targeted data, see Gove et al. (1995) ~d Grossberg et al.
( 1995). Habituativeprocesseswithin the BCS are summarized,
when they are needed,in Section20. The remaining monocular
BCS operationsare now described.
The model LGN ON and OFF cells receive input from retinal
ON and OFF cells. ON cells are turned on by increments in
image contrasts,whereasOFF cells are turned off (see Schiller,
1995, for a review). Because these ON and OFF cells have
antagonisticsurroundsand obey membrane,or shunting,equations, they help to discount the illuminant, normalize image
activities,and extractratio contrastsfrom an image (Grossberg,
1983). Theseimagepreprocessingpropertiesare neededto sim-
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ulate even the most basic brightness percepts(Grossberg &

Todorovic,1988).
The LGN cell outputs activatethe first stageof cortical BCS
processing,the simple cells (see Figure l3A). Simple cells are
oriented local contrast detectors that respondto a prescribed
contrast polarity, or direction of contrast. Spatially displaced
LGN ON and OFF cells input to pairs of like-oriented simple
cells that are sensitiveto opposite directions of contrast.These
simple-cell pairs compete before their net activities are halfwave rectified to generateoutput signals; Ferster (1988) and
Liu, Gaska,Jacobson,and Pollen ( 1992)reportedrelevantdata.
The outputs from theseoppositelypolarizedsimple cells of like
orientationare addedat like-oriented complexcells. By pooling
outputs from oppositelypolarized simple cells, complex cells
respondto both polarities, as do all subsequent
BCS cell types
in the model. In this sense,complex cells are renderedinsensitive to direction of contrast. That is how "all boundariesare
invisible" arises in the model.
Complex cells activate hypercomplexcells (also called endstoppedcomplex cells) through an on-center,off-surround network, or spatial competition,whoseoff-surroundcarries out an
end-stoppingoperation(see Figure l3A). Throughthis interaction, complexcells excite hypercomplexcells of the sameorientation and position while inhibiting hypercomplexcells of similar orientationat nearbypositions. One role of this spatialcompetition is to spatially sharpenthe neuralresponsesto oriented
luminance edges.Another role is to initiate the process,called
end-cutting, wherebyboundariesare.formed at line ends with
boundary orientations that are perpendicularor oblique to the
orientationof the line itself, as in Figure 1.
The pooling of oppositely polarized, half-waverectified signals at complex cells has the same net effect as an oriented,
full-wave rectified filter. The sequenceof filtering (by simple
cells) followed by full-wave rectification (by complex cells)
and 'subsequentlower frequency-orientedfiltering (by hypercomplex cells) hasbecomestandardin modelsof texture segregation (Bergen & Landy, 1991; Malik & Perona,1990; Sutter,
Beck, & Graham, 1989) since its introduction in the BCS by
Grossberg& Mingolla ( 1985b).
These processingstagesdo more than separatetexture regions. In particular,the hypercomplexcells inputto higherorder
hypercomplexcells that compete across orientations at each
position. This competition acts to sharpen orientational responsesat eachposition. It also completestheend-cuttingoperation that was initiated at the hypercomplexcells. In the model,
end-cutsare fuzzy groupingsof higher-orderhypercomplexactivations in orientationsthat are almost perpendicularto an inducing line end (see Figure 14). How and why end-cutsare formed
is describedbelow.
Thesetwo stagesof spatial and orientationalinteraction enable higher order hypercomplexcells to generatea collinear
responsedue to the line itself, as well as a band of almost
perpendicularend-cuts(Figure 14B). The collinear responses
to lines can support collinear illusory contour formation between an array of spatially disjointed collinear lines (Figure
15A). The end-cutresponsesenable illusory contours to form
perpendicularto, or at obliqueangleswith, a setof inducinglines
(Figure l5B), as in the computer simulationof the Ehrenstein
illusion summarized in Figure 16. End-cuts also are seen in
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Section 14 to playa key role in detaching the boundaries of
occluded objects from those of occluding objects. Taken together,the simple, complex, and hypercomplex cells of the
model are called the static-oriented contrast (SOC) filter.
Outputs from the higher-orderhypercomplexcells feed into
bipole cells that initiate long-rangeboundarygrouping and completion (Figure 13A). Bipole cells have two oriented receptive
fields. Their cell bodies fire if both of their receptive fields
are sufficiently activated by hypercomplex-cell inputs whose
orientation is similar to that of the bipole cell receptive fields.
Bipole cells hereby act like a type of statistical and-gate that
controls long-rangecooperationacrossthe outputsof hypercomplex cells. For example,a horizontal bipole cell is excited by
activation of horizontal hypercomplex cells that input to its
horizontally oriented receptive fields. A horizontal bipole
cell is also inhibited by activation of vertical hypercomplex
cells (Figure 13A). This spatial impenetrability operation
(Grossberg,1987a;Grossberg& Mingolla, 1987)preventscollinear grouping from occurring acrossregions wherein noncollinear orientations are present.
Output signals from bipole cells feed back to the hypercompie x cells after undergoingtwo types of competitive processing.
Bipole cell outputs compete across orientation to determine
which orientation is receivingthe largest amountof cooperative
support(see Figure 13B) and across nearbypositions to select
the best spatial location of the emerging boundary.Thesecompetitive interactionsare neededbecausethe bipole cell receptive
fields are themselvesrather broad. Broad bipole cell receptive
fields enable the grouping to get started in responseto imprecisely aligned image contrasts before the competitive interactions sharpenand spatially deform it. Hypercomplexcells that
receive the most cooperativesupport from bipole grouping furtherexcite the correspondingbipole cells. This cycle of bottomup and top-down interaction between hypercomplexcells and
bipole cells rapidly convergesto a final boundary segmentation
(see Figure 16C) that completesthe statistically most favored
boundaries,suppressesless favored boundaries,and coherently
binds togetherappropriatefeature combinations in the image.
This static-oriented cooperative-competitive feedback circuit
may be called the SOCC loop. Thus, the sac filter inputs to.
the grouping mechanismsof the SOCC loop.
Consider how the SOCC loop completes an illusory contour
in responseto a Kanizsa figure. Suppose for definitenessthat
the largest horizontally oriented bipole cell in the network can
just span a pair of horizontal Pac-menedges in the Kanizsa
figure (Figure 17A). Then, this bipole cell can activate hypercomplex cells nearthe middle of ~heKanizsa figure (Pathway
2 in Figure 17A). After this occurs, many bipole cells in the
network can be simultaneouslyactivated by two of the three
active hypercomplexlocations(as at Pathways1 and 3 in Figure
17A). The remainderof the illusory contour can then rapidly
form in parallel (see Grossbergand Mingolla, 1985a,for illustrative simulations). Becausecomplex cells pool inputs from
oppositely polarized simple cells, bipole cells also can form
real or illusory contours from oppositely polarized inducers,as
when forming the disk boundariesshown in Figure 8.
The main point of the hypercomplex-bipole feedback interaction in Figure 13 is thatlong-rangeoriented cooperationinteracts with shorterrange spatialand orientational competition to
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Figure 12. A: Macrocircuit of monocular and binocular interactions of the boundary contour system
(BCS) and the feature contour system (FCS) drawn to facilitate comparisonwith Figure 1 in Grossberg
(1987b): Left-eye and right-eye monocularpreprocessingstages(MPI. and MPR) sendparallel pathways
to the BCS (boxes with vertical lines, designatingoriented responses)and the FCS (boxes with threepairs
of circles, designating opponentcolors). The monocular signals BCSI. and BCSRactivate simple cells,
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help select and complete both real and illusory contours. In
Figure 13,this is accomplished by a seriesof processingstages.
Grossberg, Mingolla, and Ross (1997) proposed a modified
version of this circuit that embodies three refinementsof the
circuit design. First, the cooperative and competitive network
interactions are embedded into a cortical map structure that
includes ocular dominance and orientation columns (Blasdel,
1989; Hubel & Wiesel, 1977, 1979). Second,this embedding
allows a single type of recurrent spatial competition acrossthe
map to realize both spatial competition (across ocular dominance columns) and orientational competition (across orientation columns). Finally, the same cooperative-competitivecircuit module that occurs in model area V2 among bipole cells
is proposed to also occur, at a smaller spatial scale, in model
area VI among complex cells. In other words, both area VI
and area V2 of the interblob cortical stream are proposed to
embodya similar circuit design, albeit at different spatialscales.
This refined architecture clarifies why long illusory contours
can form in V2 but not in VI (von der Heydt, Peterhans,&
Baumgartner,1984); why short illusory contours can form in
both VI and V2 (Grosof, Shapley,& Hawken,1993); why longrange excitatory lateralconnections and shorterrange inhibitory
connectionsexist in both VI and V2, albeit with different length
scales (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; Kisvarday, Toth, Rausch, &
Eysel, 1995); and why a spatial impenetrability propertyexists
evenin VI (Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer,1995). These
circuit refinementsare not neededto makethe presentexplanations, although they are consistent with them.

10. Filling-In of Monocular SurfaceRepresentations
Within the Feature Contour System
EachBCS boundarysegmentationgeneratestopographicoutput ~ignalsto the ON and OFF FIDOs (see Figure 13B). These
FIDOs also receive inputs from the ON and OFF LGN cells,
respectively.The LGN inputs activate their target cells, which
allow activation to diffuse rapidly across model gap junctions
to neighboring FillO cells. The diffusive filling-in process is
restricted to the compartments that are formed by the BCS
boundaries,which createbarriers to filling-in by decreasingthe
permeability of their target gapjunctions. The ON and OFF cell
inputs, takentogetherwith the diffused activities that they cause,
lead to the final filled-in activity levels.These activity levels are
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not due just to the diffused activities alone.The filled-in OFF
activities are subtractedfrom the ON activities at double-opponent cells. In computersimulations of monocular single-scale
versionsof the BCS/FCS model, thesedouble-opponentactivities representthe surfacebrightnessof eachpercept(see Figure
13B). Sucha double-opponentsurface representationis shown
in the Ehrensteinbrightnesssimulation in Figure 16D.
The FCS filling-in modelprovides a computationallyprecise
analysis of the type of filling-in that was classically observed
by Krauskopf( 1963)andYarbus( 1967)usingstabilized images
and by Gerrits andhis colleaguesin patientswith retinal scotomata (Gerrits & Timmermann, 1969; Gerrits & Vendrick,
1970). Suchananalysisbecamepossibleonly after it was recognized that there is a parallel BCS systemwhose boundaries,
which are perceptuallyinvisible within the BCS itself, define
filling-in compartmentswithin the FCS. These surface fillingin processeshave been used to explain classical data about
brightnessperception(Cohen& Grossberg,1984; Gove et aI.,
1995;Grossberg& Todorovic,1988; Grossberg& Wyse, 1991;
Pessoa,Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995; Todorovic, 1987) and
more recentdata aboutbrightnessand color spreading(Arrington, 1994;Francis & Grossberg,1996a:Paradiso& Nakayama,
1991; Watanabe& Sato, 1989; Watanabe& Takeichi, 1990).
Various othertypes of data supportive of the BCS/FCS framework are reviewed in subsequentsectionsof this article.

11. Binocular Boundary Segmentation
by the Boundary Contour System
The binocular FACADE theory incorporatesthe monocular
BCS mechanismsinto a more comprehensivearchitecture that
helpsto explainphenomenaabout3-D vision andfigure-ground
separation.FACADE theory incorporatesthe operations of the
monocularBCS and FCS into a setting whereinmultiple copies
of the BCS andthe FCSexist.Thesecopiesrepresentboundaries
and surfacesat different relative depths from an observer (see
Figure l8A). In particular. each BCS copy completes boundaries within its depthrange.The multiple FCS copies represent
surfacerepresentationsthat can fill in at the depths of a correspondingBCS copy.Neuralprinciples from which thesesystems
maybe derivedand their mechanisticrealizationswere provided
by Grossberg(1994). They were mathematicallydefined and

which, in tUrn, activate bottom-up pathways, labeled J, to generatea binocular boundary segmentation
using the complex-, hypercomplex-,and bipole-cell interactionsin Figure 13. The binocular segmentation
generatesoutput signals to the monocularfilling-in domains (ADOs) of the FCS via pathwayslabeled2.
This interaction captUresbinocularly consistentFCS signals and suppressesbinocularly inconsistentFCS
signals.Reciprocal FCS --BCS interactionsenhanceconsistentboundariesand suppressboundariescorrespondingto more distant surfaces.The surviving FCS signals activatethe binocular FIDOs via Pathways
3, where they interact with an augmentedbinocular BCS segmentationto fill in a multiple-scalesurface
representationof form-and-color-and-depth(FACADE). ProcessingstagesMP.. and MPR are compared
with lateral geniculate nucleusdata; the simple-complex-cell interaction with cortical area VI data; the
hypercomplex-bipole-cell interaction with cortical area V2 and (possibly) cortical area V4 data, notably
aboutinterstripes; the monocularFCS interactionwith blob andthin stripedata; andtheFACADE representation with V4 data (see Figure 10). Additional interactionsfrom FCS to BCS alongpathwayslabeled2, 3,
and 4, and among FCS and BCS copies, are described in Sections9-13. B: A finer representationof
FACADE interactions.
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Figure] 3. A: Simple cells computelocal-orientedcontrast.They are sensitiveto contrastpolarity. Their
activities are half-waverectified to generateoutputsignals.Outputs from oppositelypolarized, like-oriented
cells are addedat complex cells, which therebycomputean oriented full-wave rectification of the image.
Complex cells outputto an on-center,off-surround filter that activateslike-oriented hypercomplexcells at
the sameposition and inhibits similarly oriented hypercomplexcells at nearbypositions. The net effect is
to end-stop the responsesof hypercomplexcells. Hypercomplex cells also carry out inhibition across
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Figure 14. In responseto a line (A), hypercomplexcells can generate
(B) a collinear responsealong the line as well as end-cutsat the line
end that consist of a fuzzy band of almostperpendicularinducersthat
can be used to generatenoncollinear groupingsbetween sets of line
endings.

computationally simulated by Grossbergand McLoughlin (in
press). Herein, I give a functional description of the role that
eachprocessingstageplays in generatinga final percept.Then,
I use these processingstagesto provide a unified explanation
of the targeted data.
.Theprocessingstagesof FACADE theoryare summarizedin
Figure 12B. Their functional role is briefly outlined below. BCS
processingstagesare displayedas boxeswith vertical lines that
designateoriented responses.FCS stagesare shown as boxes
with three pairs of circles that denoteopponentcolors. Monocular preprocessingof left-eye (MPL) andright-eye (MPR) inputs
by the retina and the LGN discountsthe illuminant andgenerates
parallel signals.to the BCS and the FCS via Pathways I and 2,
respectively.Pathways I model monocular inputs to the interblobs in striate area VI. They activate model simple cells
with multiple receptivefield sizes.Pathways2 model monocular
inputs to the blobs in striate area VI. Theyactivate model blob
cells that are tuned to opponentcolors.
Pathways 3 support binocular combination of simple cell
outputs at complex and complex end-stopped(or hypercomplex) cells. These interactions generatepopulations of disparity-sensitive cells that realize a size-disparity correlation
(Julesz & Schumer, 1981; Kulikowski, 1978; Richards &
Kaye, 1974;
Schor1984;
& Tyler,
1981;
Schor
& Wood,
1983; Schor,
Wood,
& Ogawa,
Tyler,
1975,
1983).
In particular,
com- .
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pie x cells with larger receptive fields can binocularly fuse a
broader range of disparities than can cells with smaller receptive fields (Figure 19). Competition across disparity at
each position and among cells of a given size scale sharpens
complex cell disparity tuning. Spatial competition (end-stopping) and orientational competition convert complex cell responsesinto spatially and orientationally sharperresponsesat
hypercomplexcells.
Pathways4 initiate long-rangegrouping and boundary completion of the hypercomplexcell outputs by bipole cells. This
grouping processcollects togetherthe outputs from all hypercomplexcells thatare sensitiveto a given depthrangeand inputs
them to a sharedset of bipole cells. The bipole cells, in turn,
sendcooperativefeedbacksignals back to these hypercomplex
cells (Figure 17B). This feedbackprocessbinds togethercells
of multiple sizesinto a BCS copy that is sensitiveto a prescribed
rangeof depths.In this way, eachBCS copy completes boundaries within a givendepthrange.Multiple BCS copies with their
own SOCC loops are formed, each correspondingto different
(but possibly overlapping)depth ranges.This feedbackprocess
also usesthe responsesfrom all scalesto discoverthe positionally most accuratealignmentof boundariesthat can be created
within each depth range. For example. at a high curvature
boundary,smallerscalescan bettertrack the boundaryand cooperate with eachother,whereaslarger scalesgeneratea spatially
scatteredresponseand suppresseach otherthrough spatialcompetition. SeeGriffiths and Chubb ( 1993), Klein and Stromeyer
( 1980), Quinn ( 1985), Sagiand Hochstein( 1984), and Wilson
and Richards (1989) for relevantdata.

12. Three-DimensionalSurface FormationWithin
the FeatureContour System
Thesemultiple depth-selectiveBCS copiesare usedto capture
brightnessand color signals within depth-selectiveFCS surface
representations.
Thesesurfacerepresentationsoccur on monocular FillOs, so called becausethey receive their brightness and
color signalsfrom a singleeyeand supportdepth-selectivefillingin of surface qualitY.A different monocular ADO correspondS
to eachbinocularBCS copy. althoughBCS copiesthat represent
nearby depth ranges may send convergentsignals. albeit with
possibly different weights. to a single monocularFillO.
Surface captureis achievedby a suitably defined interaction
of BCS signals and illuminant-discounted FCS signals at the
monocularFIDOs. As in the monocularFCS model, illuminantdiscounted FCS signals generatea surface representationby
filling-in the discountedFCS signals within compartmentsthat
are defined by BCS signals. In the monocular model, BCS sig-

orientations.The net effect of spatial and orientational competition is to generateend-cutsat line endsand
other suddenchangesin oriented contrast (see Figure 14). Hypercomplexcells excite like-oriented bipole
cells and inhibit perpendicularlyoriented bipole cells. The latter inhibition realizes a property of spatial
impenetrability that preventScollinear inducersfrom grouping across noncollinear forms within the same
depth plane. Bipole cells fire if they receiveenough net excitation from both of their receptive fields.
Boundary completion, including illusory contour formation, is therebyinitiated. B: Monocular boundary
contoursystem(BCS) -feature contoursystem(FCS) macrocircuit. BCSstagesare designatedby octagonal
boxes. and FCS stagesare designatedby rectangularboxes. LGN = lateral geniculatenucleus.
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Figure 15.

Illusory contours(dotted lines) canbe generatedboth collinear (A) and perpendicular(B) to

inducing (solid) lines.

and cortical neurophysiology(Lennie, 1984; Livingstone&Runals function only as barriers, or obstructions,to the diffusion
bel, 1984, 1987), are proposedto carry out the captureproperty.
processthat carriesout the filling-in. In the full FACADE model,
These
double-opponentcells occur,moreover,at the monocular
BCS signalsto the FCS also carry out a selectivefunction. They
FIDOs, whose surface representationsare amodal (viz., not
are filling-in generatorsas well asfilling-in barriers. Monocular
visible). Thus,the model predictsthat a cell that hasthedoubleFCS signals fhat start out with no depth selectivityare captured
opponentpropertyis not necessarilycarrying out a visible colorby theseBCS generatorson surfacerepresentationsthat code a
processingfunction.
prescribedrange of relative depthsfrom the observer.The same
As anotherexample of paradoxical data that the monocular
filling-in process that recovers surface brightness and color
FIDOs clarify, considerthe model property that boundariesbeherebygeneratesa representationof surfacedepthand form that
come binocular at an earlier stage than do surfaces.The model
is imbued with these perceptualqualities.
The FCS signals reach the monocular FIDOs via Pathways suggeststhat boundariesare computedwithin the interblobcortical stream and that surfaces are computed within the blob
5. Thesepathwayscarry out a one-to-manytopographicregisstream. This linkage is consistent with the fact that interblob
tration of the monocular FCS signals at all the monocular
complex cells in VI are already fully binocular whereasblob
FIDOs. Pathways6 carry topographic BCS boundary signals
cells
in VI are monocular (Rubel & Wiesel, 1977; Livingfrom eachBCS copyto its FIDO. Theseboundarysignalsselecstone & Hubel, 1984).
tively capturethoseFCS inputs from Pathways5 that are spatially coincident and orientationally aligned with the BCS
boundaries.OtherFCS inputs are suppressedby the BCS-FCS
13. Boundary-Surface Consistency,Interstrearn
Feedback,and the Asymmetry BetweenNear and Far
interaction.
The capturedFCS inputs,and only these,cantriggerdiffusive
These BCS boundariesand FCS surfacesare fonned by diffilling-in of a surfacerepresentationon the correspondingFIDO.
ferent,
indeed complementary, processes. An analysis in
Becausethis filled-in surfaceis activatedby depth-selectiveBCS
Grossberg
(1994) showed that too many boundary and surface
boundaries,it inherits the samedepthas theseboundaries.Not
everytriggered filling-in eventcangeneratea surfacerepresenta- fragments are formed as a result of the size-disparity correlation and the way in which monocularand zero-disparityboundtion. Only surfaceregions that are surroundedby a connected
aries
combine with nonzero-disparity boundaries. Somehow
BCS boundary,or fine web of such boundaries,are effectively
these
extra
boundariesand surfacesneedto be pruned.Pruning
filled-in. Otherwise,the diffusion of activity dissipatesacross
is realized by the processwherebythe complementaryboundary
the FIDO.
Furtherdetails of how surfacecaptureoccursare summarized and surface properties interact to achieve boundary-surface
consistency. Remarkably,many data about the perception of
in Grossberg( 1994). The remarkablefact is that double-oppooccluding and occluded objects may be explained as consenent cells, which are familiar as color-processingunits in psyquencesof this pruning operation.
chophysics (Jameson& Hurvich, 1955; Zrenner et al., 1990)
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Figure 16. A: The Ehrensteinfigure. B: The lateralgeniculate nucleusstageresponse.Both ON andOFF
activitiesare coded as rectified deflectionsfrom a neutralgray. Note the brightnessbuttonsat the line ends.
C: The equilibrium boundary contour systemboundaries.D: Filled-in surface representation.The disk
containsstrongerfeaturedcontour systemsignalsthan the background,correspondingto the perceptionof
increasedbrightness.Note. A-D are from "Brightness Perception,Illusory Contours,andCorticogeniculate Feedback," by A. Gove, S. Grossberg,and E. Mingolla, 1995, Visual Neuroscience./2. p. 1034.
Copyright 1995 by CambridgeUniversityPress.Reprintedwith permission.

Boundary-surface consistencyis achievedvia Pathways 7
in Figure 12B. Pathways7 are activated by the contours of
successfullyfilled-in surfaceregions at the monocular ADOs.
TheseFCS-to-BCS feedbacksignals excite the BCS boundaries
correspondingto their own positions and depths(Figure 20B).
The boundariesthat activatedthe successfullyfilled-in surfaces
are hereby strengthened.The feedbacksignals also inhibit redundant boundaries at their own positions and larger depths

(Figure 20C). This inhibition from nearto far is the first example within the theory of the asymmetrybetweennear and far.
It is called boundary pruning. Boundary pruning spares the
closestsurface representationthat successfullyfills in at a given
set of positions.
Boundary pruning also removes redundantcopies of the
boundaries of occluding objects. When the competition from
these redundantoccluding boundariesis removed,the bound-
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Figure 17. A cooperative-competitivefeedback exchangeleading to boundarycompletion. A: Cells in
the bottom row representlike-orientedhypercomplexcells whoseorientationalpreferencesareapproximately
aligned acrossperceptualspace.The cells in the top two rows are bipole cells whose receptive-fieldpairs
are oriented along the axis of the competitive cells. Simultaneousactivationof the pair of Pathways I
activatespositive boundary completionfeedbackalong Pathway2. Then,pairsof pathways,such as I and
3, activatepositive feedbackalong pathwayssuch as 4. Parallel completionof a sharp boundarybetween
the locations of Pathways I thenoccurs. B: Multiple receptive-fieldsizescooperateand competewith a
sharedpool of bipolecells to fonn a three-dimensionalboundarysegmentation
correspondingto a prescribed
range of relative depthsfrom theobserver.This segmentationprovides thebestconsensusof positional and
orientational infonnation from all of the interactingsignals.

aries of partially occluded objects can be amodallycompleted
behind them. Moreover, when the redundantoccluding boundaries collapse, the redundant surfaces that they momentarily
supported atthe monocularFIDOs collapse.Occludingsurfaces
are hereby seento lie in front .of occluded surfaces.
The surfacerepresentationsthatare generatedat the monocular FIDOs are depth-selective,but they do not combine brightness an.dcolor signals from both eyes. Binocular combination
of brightness and color signals takes place at the binocular
FIDOs. Pathways8 in Figure 12B control the one-to-manytopographic registration of the monocular FCS signals at all the
binocular FIDOs, much as Pathways5 did for the monocular
FIDOs. TheseFCS signals are binocularly matchedat the binoc-

ular FIDOs. The membraneequationsthat are obeyed by the
targetcells at thebinocular FIDO combinethe monocular FIDO
signalsin a way thathelps to explainFecliner'sparadox,or why
the world does not look twice as bright when viewed through
two eyes ratherthanone eye (Cohen & Grossberg,1984). Only
the surviving matchedsignals canbe used for filling-in. These
surviving matchedsignalsare prunedby inhibitory signals from
Pathways9 (Figure 21 ). These inhibitory signals eliminate redundantFCS signals using the contour-sensitivesignals from
the monocularFIDO surfacesthatsurvivethe boundary-surface
consistencyinteractionsof Pathways6 and7. In particular,Pathways 9. inhibit the FCS signals at their own positions and larger
depths.As a result,occluding objects cannotredundantly fill in
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Figure 18. A: Each boundary contour system (BCS) copy generates
boundaries within a narrow range of relative depthsfrom the observer.
These boundaries act to capture and contain the filling-in of surface
brightnessand color signalsat the correspondingfeaturecontoursystem
(FCS) copy. Each FCS copy contains three pairs of opponentfilling-in
domains. B: Boundariescorresponding to nearerobjects are addedto
boundariescorrespondingto farther objects to preventmore distantsurfaces from filling-in behind occluding objects. In more technicalterms,
each FCS copy receivesinhibitory boundary-gatingsignalsfrom one or
more BCS copies. These signals, called SF intercopies.are panially
ordered from nearerto farther BCS copies.

of their occludedobjectsbehindthem. It can now be better seen
how surface pruning and boundary enrichment work together:
If boundary enrichmentoccurred without surface pruning, then
the surfaces of occluding objects would be representedat all
depths. If surface pruning occurred without boundary enrichment, thenoccludedobjects could fill in behind their occluders.
The total filled-in surface representationacross all binocular
FIDOs representsthe visible percept. It is called a FACADE
representationbecause it combines together, or multiplexes,
propertiesof form-and-color-and-depth.
The FACADE representation can be activatedby one eye or both eyes. Thus, the term
binocular FIDO does not imply that monocular information
cannotbe seen.When both eyesare active,the binocular FIDOs
work to selectthe binocularly consistentpart and to suppress
the rest,as during binocular rivalry.
The modelprocessingstagesare neurophysiologically interpreted as follows. The MPL and MPR model thoseproperties of
the retina and the LGN that are neededfor the presentpurposes.
The BCS modelsthe interblob cortical stream betweencortical
area VI and V4, whereas the FCS models the blob stream.
BCS simple, complex, hypercomplex,and bipole processingis
proposedto occur in the interblobs of VI and the interstripes
of V2. The monocularFIDOs are proposedto occur in V2 thin
stripes,or possiblyV I blobs. The binocular FIDOs are proposed
to occur in areaV4. Keeping in mind that the BCS models the
interblob cortical streamand the FCS models the blob stream,
the feedbacksignals betweenthem clarify why the cells of these
parallel cortical streamscanbe sensitiveto sharedcombinations
of features.despite their complementaryfunctional roles.

14. Boundary DetachmentUsing End-Cuts
The model mechanismssummarizedabove can now be used
to suggesthow the boundariesof occluding figures get detached
Fusable Disparities
Small

surface representationsat multiple depths.This is the second
instance in the theory of the asymmetry betweennearand far.
It is called surfacepruning.
As in the caseof the monocular FIDOs, the FCS signalsto
the binocular FIDOs can initiate filling-in only where they are
spatially coincident and orientationally aligned with BCS
boundaries. These boundaries are carried by Pathways10 in
Figure 12B.TheseBCS-to-FCSpathwayscarry outdepth-selective surfacecaptureof the binocularly matchedFCSsignalsfrom
Pathways8 'aftertheyarepruned by inhibition from Pathways9.
The boundary signals along Pathways 10 selectivelycapture
those FCS signals that (a) survive within-depthbinocular FCS
matching (Pathways 8) and across-depthFCS inhibition (Pathways 9), (b) are spatiallycoincident and orientationallyaligned
with the BCS boundaries,and (c) are surroundedby a connected
boundary or fine web of such boundaries.Pathways 10 also
realize the asymmetrybetweennear and far through an operation that is called boundary enrichment.It addsthe boundaries
of neardepths at the binocular surfacerepresentations
of larger
depths (Figure I 8B). These additional boundariespreventoccluding objects from looking transparentby blocking filling-in
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Figure 19. Size-disparity correlation: Larger complex cell scalescan
fuse a broaderrangeof disparities than can sri1aIlerscales.Competition
selectsthe complexcells within eachscale and position whose disparity
best matchesthatof the inputs. The cooperationis as described in Figure
17B. Note. From "3-D Vision andFigure-Ground Separationby Visual Cortex," by S. Grossberg,1994,Perception & Psychophysics.55.
p. 103. Copyright 1994 by the PsychonomicSociety. Reprinted with
permission.
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Figure 20. FCS -+ BCS feedbackinteractions.A: BCS boundariesare
used to regulate filling-in of surface color in the FCS. B: A spatial
contrast mechanismdeterminesthe outputsfrom FCS to BCS. Outputs
arise at the contours of filled-in FCS regions that are surroundedby
connectedBCS boundaries.C: The contrast-basedFCS outputs excite
BCScells at the samedepthand position and inhibit BCS cells at larger
depthsand the sameposition. MP = monocularpreprocessing.

from those of occluded figures.A key stepis the end-cutoperation that was discussedin Section9. End-cutsrestoreboundaries
at positions in an image where oriented receptive fields are
insensitiveto image contrasts,suchas line endsand sharp object
comers. The mechanismsthat generateend-cutshave played a
role in explaining many perceptual properties,ranging from
neon color spreading (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985a), texture
segregation(Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985b), and hyperacuity
(Grossberg, 1987a)to visual persistence(Francis & Grossberg,
1996b; Francis et al., 1994) and afterimages (Francis &
Grossberg,1996a). Thesemultiple perceptualfunctions of the
end-cut operation provide accumulatingevidence for its existence.In other words,end-cutswere not introducedin the model
to explain boundary detachment.They were introduced to explain how the visual systemcompensatesfor measurementuncertainties that are causedby using oriented receptive fields, a
muchmore basic requirement(Grossberg,1987a;Grossberg&
Mingolla, 1985b).
Figures 22 and 23 review how the sac filter that was described in Section 9 generatesend-cuts at a line end whose
thinness prevents it from being detected by oriented simple
cells and complex cells of a prescribedsize. The end-cutuses
interactions betweencomplex and hypercomplexcells to complete the boundary representationat the line end. In particular,
complexcells at the vertical line end in Figure 23C excitehypercomplex cells at the line end while inhibiting vertical hypercomplex cells that lie just beyondthe line end via the end-stopping
operation.These latter hypercomplexcells receiveno input from
the line. They are hereby totally inhibited. This inhibition

changesthe competitive balance between hypercomplexcells
that competeacrossorientation. This orientational competition
maximizes inhibition betweenperpendicularorientations.It is a
push-pull competitionwhereby inhibition of a givenorientation
disinhibits the perpendicularorientation. The inhibited venical
hypercomplexcells disinhibit horizontal hypercomplexcells, as
in Figure 23D. These horizontal boundary activations are the
end-cuts.
Once formed, end-cuts preventthe line's interior color from
spreadingbeyondthe line's boundary during the filling-in process. Figure 22B illustrates how color could spreadoutside a
line were thereno end-cutto contain it. Figure 22C shows how
color spreadingis contained after the end-cutcompletesthe line
end. Under certaincircumstances,end-cutsdo not preventcolor
from spreadingacross a boundary, notably during neon color
spreading (Bressan,1995; Ejima, Redies,Takahashi,& Akita,
1984; Redies & Spillman, 1981; van Tuijl, 1975; van Tuijl &
de Ween, 1979;Watanabe& Sato, 1989; Watanabe& Takeichi,
1990). The end-cutrules of FACADE theory have been used
to provide an explanationof many neon color spreading data
(Bressan, 1995; Grossberg, 1987a, 1994; Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985a).
The model mechanismsthat explain neon color spreading
combine boundaryprocessessuchas end-cuts with surface P!Ocesses such as filling-in. These color spreading mechanisms
also playa role in the model's explanationsof figure-ground
perceptionand thus are reviewed below. As in the caseof endcuts, they were not derived to explain figure-ground data.
Rather,they werederived to explain how the brain compensates
for the suppressionof surface brightness and color that occurs
when it discountsthe illuminant, again a basic perceptualrequirement(Grossberg& Todorovic, 1988).

15. NeonColor Spreading
Figure 24 summarizes how end-cuts help to explain neon
color spreadingin responseto the Redies-Spillmann display in

Binocular
FIDOs

9

Monocular
FIDOs

5
Figure 21. Surfacepruning: Successfullyfilled-in surfacesat the monocular filling-in domains (ADOs) use Pathways9 to inhibit feature
contour systemsignalsto more distant binocularADOs. This inhibition
helps to preventredundantfilling-in of the samebrightnessesandcolors
at multiple depths.
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the perpendicularorientation, therebygeneratingend-cutsat the
white-gray edges(Figure 24C). Theseend':'cutssupplementthe
direct inputs from complexcells that Occurat theseedgesif the
white bars are sufficiently wide. In summary,different contrasts
along an edgecan weakenthe lessercontrastboundarynearthe
contrastchangeand createan end-cut at the contrastchange.
Cooperative-competitive feedback within the SOCC loop
that was describedin Section 9 thenacts betweenthe four endcuts of the entire Ehrensteinfigure to completea circular illusory contourboundary (the dotted circle in Figure 24D), as in
Figure 16C. As the end-cuts cooperate to form the illusory
contour. the cooperativefeedbackalso activatesthe short-range
spatial competition (see Figure 13B) that further weake~sthe
gray-black boundariesnear the gray-white image contrasts.
The white-black boundariescan survive this top-down inhibition becausethey are supported by larger bottom-up and topdown excitatory signals than are the gray-black boundaries.
When the gray-black boundaries break, gaps appear in the
boundary that surroundsthe gray cross(seeFigure 24D). These

A

B

Figure 22. Responsesof oriented receptivefields to lines of variable
width. A: Narrow lines and thick edges activatea connectedband of
orientedresponses.Intermediateline widths are not detectedat the line
end.B: For such incompleteboundaries,filling-in could causediffusion
of visible signals out of the line end. C: An end-cutclosesthe boundary
at a line end. Note. A-C are from "3-D Vision andFigure-Ground
Separationby Visual Conex," by S. Grossberg,1994, Perception &
Psychophysics.55. p. 74. Copyright 1994by the PsychonomicSociety.
Reprin~edwith permission.

Figure 24A. Inspection of this display leads to a perceptof a
circular illusory contour that surroundsa transparentgray disk
lying in front of a partially occluded white cross on a black
background.The presentsummarydescribeshow end-cutscontrol color spreadingto motivate how the samemechanismshelp
to explain figure-ground pop-out. The large contrast at the
white-black edgesin Figure 24A activatesmodel complexcells
at thesepositions more than the gray-black edgesactivatecomplex cells at their positions.The complexcells, in turn, excitethe
model hypercomplexcells correspondingto the samepositions
(Figure 13A). The end-stopping spatial competition inhibits
nearby hypercomplexcells. As a result, white-black complex
cells inhibit gray-black hypercomplexcells more than the converse.The gray-black hypercomplexcells nearthe white-gray
endsof the gray crossare herebyinhibited becausethey receive
more lateral inhibition from white-black complex cells than
excitation from gray-black complex cells. Figure 24B represents this interaction for the upper vertical bar of the cross:
The vertical white-black edges generatelarge hypercomplex
responses(thick solid lines), the vertical gray-black edgesgenerate smaller hypercomplexresponses(thin solid lines), and
the end-cutting competition suppressessome responseswhere
the gray-black edgesjoin the white-black edges(dotted lines).
The net inhibition of the gray-black hypercomplexcells hereby
disinhibits higher order hypercomplexcells that are sensitiveto

c

D

Figure 23. Creation of end-cuts.A: A line of intermediatewidth. B:
Complex cell activationsleavea gap at the line end.C: Spatial competition inhibits vertical hypercomplexcells at the line end.D: Orientational
competitiongeneratesan end-cutby disinhibiting horizontalhigher order
hypercomplexcells at the li!1eend. Note. A-D are from "3-D Vision
and Figure-Ground Separationby Visual Cortex," by S. Grossberg,
1994, Perception & Psychophysics.55. p. 75. Copyright 1994 by the
PsychonomicSociety. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 24. A: A two-dimensionalRedies-Spillmann display. B: Spatial competition causesend-gapsto
start to form wherethe boundariesof the gray cross aboutthe boundariesof thewhite bars.C: Orientational
competition causesend-cuts to start to form at the ends of the white bar boundaries.0: Cooperativecompetitive feedbackgeneratesan illusory contour through the end-cutsandcompletestheend-gaps.Note.
A-D are from "3-D Vision and Figure-Ground Separationby Visual Cortex:' by S. Grossberg,1994,
Perception & Psychophysics,55. p. 75. Copyright 1994 by the PsychonomicSociety. Reprinted with
permission.

end-gaps allow gray color signals to diffuse out of the gray
cross and fill in the circular illusory contour within the FCS.
Neon color spreadingis thus a perceptinvolving T junctions
(at the white-gray-black interfaces)whereinthe stemsof the Ts
are not separatedfrom their tops. Rather,part of the topjoins the
stem,as also mayoccur in responseto Figure4C. This is because
of the contrastrelationsthat exist atthe T junctions in Figure24A.
Whenviewed in this way. neoncolorspreadingcan be understood
asa perceptwhereingeometryand contrastcompete.
Watanabeand Cavanagh( 1993)provided psychophysicalevidence consistentwith this analysis.They showedthat the direction and the strengthof contrast at T junctions needto be taken
into account in explaining perceptsof transparency.Their data
suggestthat a T junction may perfonn as an "implicit X-junction" when it supports an illusory contour,as in Figure 24D.
Thus, computational models that define occlusion with T junctions and transparencywith Xjunctions aretoo simpleto explain
many percepts of occlusion and transparency.

16. T JunctionSensitivity Without T Junction Operators
To betterunderstandhow T tops can get separatedfrom their
stems,considerhow an SOCC loop respondsto a T junction.
At a T junction. as in Figure 25A. horizontal bipole cells get
cooperativesupportfrom both sidesof their receptive field, but
vertical bipole cells do not. As a result. horizontal bipole cells
are more stronglyactivated than are vertical ones. Therefore.
they inhibit verticalonesmore thanconversely.As in neon color
spreading.orientationaland positional competition detachthe
vertical edgefrom the horizontal edgeby inhibiting it where it
joins the horizontaledge. Figure 25C illustrates the resulting
end-gap.Thus. a network with bipole-hypercomplex cell feedbackis sensitiveto T junctions eventhoughthereare no explicit
T junction cells or operatorswithin the network.
This observationraises the following question: Why doesn't
one see a gap in the vertical edge?I suggestan answer.afterI
give a review of how the model mechanismsthat create end-
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Figure 25. A: At a T junction, the horizontal edge gets cooperativesupport from both receptive field
branches of the horizontal bipole cells. The vertical edge doesnot. B: The favored horizontal bipole cells
can successfullyinhibit the vertical bipole cells. C: An end-gapin the vertical boundaryarisesas a result.

gaps contribute to figure-ground percepts. First, I illustrate
this for the Bregman-'-Kanizsaimage (Bregman,1981; Kanizsa,
1979). Here, too, one needsto understandwhy boundary gaps
are not seenafterthe boundaryof an occludedobjectis detached
from the boundary of its occluder.

17. Bregman-Kanizsa
Figure-GroundPop-Out
The Bregman-Kanizsa percept (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa,
1979) derived from Figure SB can be explainedby using a key
property of the neon color spreadingexplanationin Section IS;
namely,the largerimage contrastsat the white-black edgesthan
at the gray-black edgesof Figure 24A initiate the detachment
of the gray cross from its flanking white rectangles,as in Figure
24B. This detachmentprocess can be explainedusing feedforward contrast-sensitivemechanismsof the simple,complex,and
hypercomplex cells of the sac filter (see Figure 13A). In
particular, the end-stopping spatial competition from complex
cells to hypercomplex cells is contrast-sensitiveand inhibits
like orientations at nearby positions. In the Bregman-Kanizsa
perceptin Figure SB, a similar contrastadvantageof the blackwhite edges (of the occluder against the background)exists
relative to the gray-white edges (of the B fragments against
the background). In the feedforward sac filter, this advantage
enablesthe orientational competitionamonghypercomplexcells
to inhibit the B edge at the location where it joins the occluder.
The end-stoppingspatial competitionamonghypercomplexcells
also can inhibit B boundaries at positions near the occluder
where orientations are not too different from those of the occluder. Unfortunately, many of the B boundarieshave orientations that are (almost) perpendicularto occluderboundaries.
This also occurs in Figures 2-4 and 6.
The feedbackspatial competition from bipole cells to hypercomplex cells does include all orientations.This feedbackinhibition supplementsthe feedforward spatialcompetitionto generate end-gaps.The large bipole signals at the black-white occluder boundary canuse this feedbackcompetitionto inhibit the
smallersignals at the gray-white B boundary,therebyinitiating
detachmentof the B boundary from the occluderboundary.As
noted in Section 16,boundary detachmentalso maybe initiated,
as in Figure 2S, without this contrast advantage.The edge at
the top of a T junction has a geometrical advantagebecauseit
can activate both receptive-field branchesof a bipole cell. The

occluder-B boundaryinterface defines sucha T junction. The
Bregman-Kanizsa percept (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in
Figure 5B thus benefits from T junction geometryas well as
from a favorable combinationof relative contrastsin the image.
Here, geometryand contrastcooperate.
This observationclarifies how boundarydetachmentcan still
occur by using only the T junction geometry if the relative
contrastsin the image do not conflict too much with it, as in
Figures4B and 5D. This observationis used below to explain
pop-out in response to all the images in Figures 2-6.
Grossberg's(1994) explanationof the Bregman-Kanizsa percept (Bregman,1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in Figure 5B can thenbe
generalizedto percepts where geometry and contrastcompete
and to perceptsof line drawings where contrastdifferencesplay
a minimal role.
First, I explain the percept in Figure 5B, in which geometry
and contrast cooperate,before the percept in Figure 5D is
treated,in which geometryand contrastcompete.The explanations use the properties of the simplified FACADE circuit in
Figure 12A that are described in Sections11-13. Theseexplanations illustrate more concretely how ea~hFACADE mechanism works toward generatingfigure-ground percepts.
Considerthe image in Figure 26A. The image is registered
at monocularLGN cells that activateoriented contrast-sensitive
simple cells of various spatial scales,as in Figure 26B. The
white-black contrastthat the occluding black band makes with
the white backgroundis greaterthan the white-gray and grayblack contrastscausedby the occluded B shapes.As a result,
the activationof BCS simple cells is greaterat the white-black
contraststhan at the white-gray andgray-black contrasts.This
property is designatedby boundary thickness in Figure 26B.
Thesemonocularsimple cells activatebinocular complex cells.
Considerthe casewhere the imageis viewed by both eyes at a
distance.It then generatesa binocular disparity at each image
point. This disparity increases with retinal distance from the
foveation point. Larger disparities farther from the foveation
point and smallerdisparities closerto the foveation point may
all correspondto the same planar image. Grossberg (1994)
showedhow all thesedisparities may be combined to generate
a planar surface percept that correspondsto the same relative
depthfrom the observerby using propertiesof the cortical magnification factor. For present purposes,let Dt representall the
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disparities that correspondto the depth of this planar image

surface.
In Figure 26C, the larger receptive field size representsthe
largestscale that can binocularly fuse Dl' Complex cells compete across disparities at each position and scale. The active
cells correspondingto larger scales typically win the competition. (Such a multiscale disparity-sensitive competition was
computationallysimulatedby Grossbergand Marshall, 1989.)
As a result of this competition, no complex cells fire at the
smaller disparity, D2, of the larger scale. In contrast, smaller
scalescannot binocularly fuse as wide a rangeof disparities as
can larger scales. This property is due to the size-disparity
correlation (see Figure 19). The smaller ~cale in Figure 26C
was chosenso that it cannotfuse D1 but it canfuse the slightly
smallerdisparity,D2. Becausedisparity cells are coarselycoded
before competitiontakesplace acrossdisparity at eachposition,
the smallerscale complexcells that aretunedto D2can respond,
albeit crudely,to the image contours.This can happenbecause
there are no complex cells at this smaller scale that can fuse
DI' and thus no competition from D1 to D2. To summarize,
Figure 26C results from three properties: (a) a size-disparity
correlation for binocular fusion; (b) coarse-coded,
nonzero-disparity computationsatbinocular complexcells; and (c) competitive sharpeningof disparity-sensitivecomplex cell responses
within each scale, with larger fusable disparities winning over
smallerones.
Figure 26D showsthe resultof SOCC loopboundarycompletion acrossmultiple spatial sca1es,as in Figure l7B. This is the
interactionthat convertsmultiple-scaleBCS signals into multiple BCS copies that are sensitiveto different depths from the
observer.As explained above,end-gaps,or holes in the boundary, are formed where the B boundariestouch the occluder.
In Figure 26E, the surviving binocular BCS boundariesinteract with monocular FCS signals within the monocular FIDOs
to capturethose monocularFCS signals that are consistentwith
the binocular BCS boundaries.All othermonocularFCS signals
are suppressed.The selectedFCS signals fill in their respective
filling-in domains. Only regions surroundedby connectedBCS
boundarysignals can contain the filling-in process.Figure 26E
shows that only the boundariesof the black occluding region
can contain the filling-in processduring the first phaseof the
processingcycle. The gray B shapesdissipatetheir brightness
signals through their end-gaps.
Each filled-in connectedFCS region generatescontour-sensitive output signals, as in Figure 26F. Output signals are hereby
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generatedonly at the boundariesof the black occluder.These
FCS output signals activate parallel pathways. One pathway
influencesthe BCS and the otherthe FCS, as in Figures 20 and
21. The FCS -+ BCS signals are excitatory to the corresponding
BCS copy. They confinn and strengthenthe BCS boundaries
that generatedtheir filled-in region within the FCS. These are
the boundariesof the black occluder at the depth that best
matchesinputs to the two eyes.Boundary-pruningFCS -+ BCS
signals inhibit any BCS boundariesthat may exist at the same
positions but more distant depths. In particular,the boundaries
of the black occluder are inhibited at the further depth of O2.
After this happens,the incomplete B boundariesat depth O2are
no longerobstructedby the occluderboundaries.Therefore,they
are freed to be collinearly completed by the SOCC loop of the
BCS copy at depth O2,as in Figure 26F. In this way,the boundary of the occluded part of the B gets arnodally completed
behind the occluder (viz., within a BCS copy that representsa
largerdepththan that of the occluder). Figure 26F also clarifies
why no boundarygaps are perceivedin the final percept.When
the occluderboundaryis inhibited within the BCS copy at depth
O2, thenthe end-gapson the B boundariesare also eliminated
there,and their original boundariesare restored.Theserestored
B boundariescan be completedbehind the occluderif they can
link togetherthrough bipole cooperation.
Thesecompleted B boundariesgeneratedirect BCS -+ ORS
signals,as in Figure9. Thus, a completed letterB canbe recognized at the ORS, evenif only its unoccludedsurfacesare seen
at the FCS.
Why is the letter B not completely seenat the FCS? Visible
surfacerepresentationsarise only within the binocular FIOOs.
Excitatory FCS signals along Pathways8 in Figure 21 attempt
to activate the binocular FIOOs. These signals replicate the
signals along Pathways 5 that activate the monocular FIOOs.
As a result, binocular FIOOs can fill in only a subsetof the
surfacesthat fill in the monocularFIOOs. Which subsetis determined by three additionalprocessesthat convergeon the binocular FIOOs.
First, the monocularFCS signals along Pathways8 in Figure
21 are binocularlymatchedat the binocular FIOOs,as in Figure
12B,before the surviving signals can initiate surfacefilling-in.
Second, BCS boundaries that represent nearer surfaces are
added to boundaries that representmore distant surfaces,as
in Figure 18B. This boundary enrichment process prevents
matchedbrightnessand color signals due to unoccludedregions
of partially occluded objects from filling-in behind their oc-

position andsize scalecompeteacrossdisparity. here disparitiesD, andD2. with the disparity corresponding
to the closerdepth typically winning. D: Boundary segmentationat hypercomplexcells after bottom-up and
top-down orientational andspatial competition generateend-gapsat weakeredge terminators.E: Filling-in
of surfacesat the monocularfilling-in domains (FIDOs) is effectiveonly if each surfaceis surroundedby
a connectedboundary.F: Contour-sensitivefeature contour system(FCS) output signalsfrom the filled-in
connectedsurfacesstrengthenBCS boundariesat the same position and depthD, but inhibit boundariesat
the same position and largerdepths. such as D2. thereby freeing the boundariesof the B fragments to be
amodallycompleted. G: Contour-sensitiveFCS output signals from the filled-in connectedsurfaces of a
monocularFIDO inhibit the filling-in generatorsof binocular FIDOs that correspond to larger depths. H:
BCS boundariesof nearerdepthsare added at the FCS binocular FlDOs that correspondto larger depths.
I: Filling-in of binocular FIDOs thatare surroundedby connectedboundariesusing monocularFCS signals
that are not suppressedby the cross-disparityinhibition of H.
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disparities that correspondto the depth of this planar image
surface.
In Figure 26C, the larger receptive field size representsthe
largestscale that can binocularly fuse D1. Complex cells compete across disparities at each position and scale. The active
cells correspondingto larger scales typically win the competition. (Such a multiscale disparity-sensitive competition was
computationally simulated by Grossbergand Marshall, 1989.)
As a result of this competition, no complex cells fire at the
smaller disparity, D2, of the larger scale. In contrast, smaller
scalescannot binocularly fuse as wide a range of disparities as
can larger scales. This property is due to the size-disparity
correlation (see Figure 19). The smaller scale in Figure 26C
was chosenso that it cannotfuse Dl but it can fuse the slightly
smallerdisparity,D2. Becausedisparity cells are coarselycoded
before competitiontakesplace acrossdisparity at eachposition,
the smallerscale complexcells that are tunedto D2can respond,
albeit crudely,to the image contours.This can happenbecause
there are no complex cells at this smaller scale that can fuse
D\, and thus no competition from D, to D2. To summarize,
Figure 26C results from three properties: (a) a size-disparity
correlation for binocular fusion; (b) coarse-coded,nonzero-disparity computationsat binocular complexcells; and (c) competitive sharpeningof disparity-sensitive complex cell responses
within each scale, with larger fusable disparities winning over
smallerones.
Figure26D showsthe resultof SOCC loop boundarycompletion acrossmultiple spatial scales,as in Figure 17B. This is the
interactionthat convertsmultiple-scale BCS signals into multiple BCS copies that are sensitive to different depths from the
observer.As explained above,end-gaps,or holes in the boundary, are formed where the B boundaries touch the occluder.
In Figure 26E, the surviving binocular BCS boundariesinteract with monocular FCS signals within the monocular ADOs
to capturethosemonocularFCS signals that are consistentwith
the binocular BCS boundaries.All othermonocularFCS signals
are suppressed.The selectedFCS signals fill in their respective
filling-in domains. Only regions surroundedby connectedBCS
boundarysignals can contain the filling-in process.Figure 26E
shows that only the boundariesof the black occluding region
can contain the filling-in processduring the first phaseof the
processingcycle. The gray B shapesdissipate their brightness
signals through their end-gaps.
Each filled-in connectedFCS region generatescontour-sensitive output signals,as in Figure 26F. Output signals are hereby
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generatedonly at the boundariesof the black occluder.These
FCS output signals activate parallel pathways. One pathway
influencesthe BCS and the other the FCS, as in Figures 20 and
21. The FCS -+ BCS signals are excitatory to the corresponding
BCS copy. They confinn and strengthenthe BCS boundaries
that generatedtheir filled-in region within the FCS. These are
the boundaries of the black occluder at the depth that best
matchesinputs to the two eyes.Boundary-pruningFCS -+ BCS
signals inhibit any BCS boundaries that may exist at the same
positions but more distant depths. In particular,the boundaries
of the black occluder are inhibited at the further depth of D2.
After this happens,the incompleteB boundariesat depth D2are
no longerobstructedby the occluderboundaries.Therefore,they
are freed to be collinearly completed by the SOCC loop of the
BCS copy at depth D2, as in Figure 26F. In this way,the boundary of the occluded part of the B gets amodally completed
behind the occluder (viz., within a BCS copy that representsa
larger depth than that of the occluder). Figure 26F also clarifies
why no boundarygaps are perceivedin the final percept.When
the occluderboundary is inhibited within the BCS copy at depth
D2, then the end-gapson the B boundariesare also eliminated
there,and their original boundariesare restored.Theserestored
B boundariescan be completed behind the occluderif they can
link togetherthrough bipole cooperation.
These completed B boundariesgeneratedirect BCS -+ ORS
signals,as in Figure 9. Thus, a completed letterB canbe recognized at the ORS, evenif only its unoccludedsurfacesare seen
at the FCS.
Why is the letter B not completely seenat the FCS? Visible
surface representationsarise only within the binocular FIDOs.
Excitatory FCS signals along Pathways8 in Figure 21 attempt
to activate the binocular FIDOs. These signals replicate the
signals along Pathways 5 that activate the monocular FIDOs.
As a result, binocular FIDOs can fill in only a subset of the
surfacesthat fill in the monocularFIDOs. Which subsetis determined by three additional processesthatconvergeon the binocular FIDOs.
First, the monocular FCS signals along Pathways8 in Figure
21 are binocularly matchedat the binocular FIDOs, as in Figure
12B, before the surviving signals can initiate surfacefilling-in.
Second, BCS boundaries that represent nearer surfaces are
added to boundaries that representmore distant surfaces,as
in Figure 18B. This boundary enrichment process prevents
matchedbrightnessand color signalsdue to unoccludedregions
of partially occluded objects from filling-in behind their oc-

position andsize scale competeacrossdisparity,here disparitiesD1 and D2' with the disparity corresponding
to the closerdepth typically winning. D: Boundary segmentationat hypercomplexcells after bottom-up and
top-down orientational andspatial competition generateend-gapsat weakeredgeterminators.E: Filling-in
of surfacesat the monocular filling-in domains (FiDOs) is effective only if each surfaceis surroundedby
a connectedboundary.F: Contour-sensitivefeature contour system (FCS) output signals from the filled-in
connectedsurfaces strengthenBCS boundariesat the same position and depthD1 but inhibit boundariesat
the same position and larger depths, such as D2' thereby freeing the boundariesof the B fragmentsto be
amodally completed. G: Contour-sensitiveFCS output signals from the filled-in connectedsurfaces of a
monocular FIOO inhibit the filling-in generatorsof binocular FIDOs that correspond to larger depths. H:
BCS boundariesof nearerdepthsare added at the FCS binocular FIDOs that correspond to larger depths.
I: Filling-in of binocular FIOOs that are surroundedby connectedboundariesusing monocularFCS signals
that are not suppressedby the cross-disparity inhibition of H.
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cluders and therebymaking all occluders look transparent.The
resulting boundariesare shown in Figure 26H. Boundaries of
both the occluding band and the complete occludedB coexist
at the larger depth of D2.
These propenies, taken together,could redundantlyfill in all
occluders at multiple depthsbecau~etheir FCS brightnessand
color signals are projected in a one-to-many fashion to all
FIDOs and their BCS boundariesare projected from nearerto
more distant FIDOs. The property of surface pruning prevents
this from happening. Inhibitory signals are received from the
monocular FIDOs along Pathways9 in Figure 21. They inhibit
all FCS signals except those at the nearestsurface that can
successfully fill in at the monocular FIDOs, as in Figure 260.
This prevents redundantfilling-in of the occluder.
The results of thesethree properties,takentogether,are shown
in Figure 26H. Occluders cannot fill in indiscriminately at all
depths. Nor can the unoccludedparts of partially occludedobjects fill in their colors behind occluders. Only the unoccluded
parts of objects can fill in on the nearestsurfacerepresentations
that supportthe filling-in process.The result is shownin Figure
261.The B surface is filled in at depth D2 only where it is not
occluded becauseof the BCS boundary enrichmentsignalsfrom
the occluder. The occluding surface is not filled in at all at
depth D2becauseof the inhibitory surfacepruning signals.The
occluding surfaceis filled in at depthD1 becauseits FCS signals
match BCS boundary signals that completely enclosethem in
connected regions. BecauseD1 is greater than D2' the black

A

occluding surface appearsto be closer than the gray occluded
B surface.

18. What HappensWhen Grouping

and ContrastCompete?
In Figures4B and 5D, the occluderdoes not have a contrast
advantageover the B fragments. Yet, figure-ground pop-out
can still occur. In particular,the feedforward contrast-sensitive
responsesof the sac filter do not favor the occluder over the
occluded Bs (see Figure 27B). Alternatively, these are not the
interactions that create end-gapsat T junctions. The feedback
interactions within the SOCC loop do this. The B boundaries
are detachedfrom the occluderboundariesin responseto Figure
5D by the geometricaladvantageof bipole cells collinear with
the occluder over bipole cells along the B contours near a T
junction, as in Figure 25. Spatial competition due to feedback
from the favored bipole cells can thencreate an end-gapat the
T junction boundary. In summary,end-gapscan be created if
the geometrical advantageof occluder bipole cells via SOCC
feedbackpathwaysis strongerthan the contrastiveadvantageof
B hypercomplexcells via sac feedforward pathways. Once
detachmentof the boundary occurs, the rest of the argument
goes throughas in Section 17,becausethe boundariesof Figure
26D will again be generated.
If the relative contrast of an occluded shape becomes too
much greaterthan that of the occluder,as in Figure 4C, then
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Figure 27. Initial processing of a reverse-contrast
Bregman-Kanizsa (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979)
image(A) by simple cells (B) andcomplexcells (C). Line thicknessrepresentsrelativecontrast. Ifbipo1ehypercomplexfeedbackis sufficient to strengthenthe occ1uderboundaryso that it can reverse the effects
in Band C of greater contrast at the B boundaries,then the explanation of occluder pop-out may be
completedas in Figures 26D-I.
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the occludedshapesmight not be completedbehindtheoccluder.
This can be explained by the fact that bipole cells are hypothesized to fire under either of two possible sets of conditions:
Either the cell body is directly activated by an image contrast
or both of its receptive fields are activated,or, alternatively,at
least two out of three of the cell body and the two receptive
fields are activated.Either rule allows bipole cells to fire up to
the very end of a line (Gove et al., 1995;Grossberget al., 1995).
The advantageto bipole cells along an occluder boundary of
activating all three (the cell body and both receptive fields)
could, in principle, be overwhelmed if the occluder-to-background contrastis sufficiently small. For example,a high-contrast occluded shapecould strongly activatebipole cells whose
cell bodies lie at, or near, the T junctions. Wheneversuch a
reversalof relative activationoccurs,the separateoccludedfragments could look closer than the occluder,and amodalcompletion behind the occluderwould not occur.
This experimentalprobe may be useful for characterizing
the structure of bipole cell receptive fields and other network
parameters.For example, feedbackgains from bipole cells to
hypercomplex cells are chosen larger than feedforward gains
from complexcells to hypercomplexcells, so that the bestcombination of cooperatingsignals can detenninethe final percept.
Thus, during the neon color spreadingperceptof Figure 24A,
the feedbackthat forms the circular illusory contourbreaksthe
boundaries of the cross to create end-gaps,as in Figure 24D.
Models of visual cortical processinghavethereforeincorporated
higher feedbackgains than feedforward gains for some time
(e.g., Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985b, 1987). Recentdata from
the visual cortex supportthis assumption(Douglas, Koch,Mahowald, Martin, & Suarez, 1995). A parametric study of how
the relative contrastand lengthof the T junction tops and stems
influence pop-out of the occluder may shedvaluable new light
on this interaction.

19. Assimilation, Transparency,and Three-Dimensional
Pop-Out in White's Effect
The White ( 1979) display in Figure 6 provides anotherexcellent exampleof cooperationbetweengeometryandcontrast.The
gray bars on both sidesof the figure have the sameluminance.
Brightness contrastwould suggestthat the gray bars on the left,
being on a primarily white background of vertical bars,should
look darker than those on the right, which are on a primarily
dark backgroundof black bars.The oppositeperceptis obtained.
The percept on the right shares many geometricaland contrastive propertieswith the Bregman-Kanizsa effect (Bregman,
1981; Kanizsa, 1979) shown in Figure 5B. The vertical black
bars play the role of the occluder,and the shortergray bars play
the role of the B shapes.Pop-outof the black bars as occluders
is facilitated by the fact that their contrast with the white bars
exceeds that with the gray bars. This is the relative contrast
relationship that Speharet al. ( 1995)identified as importantfor
the White (1979) effect to occur. As a result, the T junctions
are broken at their stemsto createend-gapswhere the gray and
white bars join the black bars, as in Figure 25C. This fact
supports the claim of Spehar et aI. that T junctions mayplaya
role in the White effect. The T junction breakageis accomplished by end-cuttingmechanisms,which usea form of pattern-
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specific inhibition, as White (1981) proposed,but for a functional role that he did not envisage.
As in the Bregman-Kanizsa percept (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979), the boundaries of the black bars can capture the
intervening black surface color while they are detached from
the gray and white surface colors. As a result, when the black
bars pop out on their own surface representation,the horizontal
gray-white boundaries can be amodally completed behind the
black bars within a BCS copy that representsa more distant
plane. TheseBCS boundaries can then control filling-in within
a binocular FIDO that captures the white and gray contrasts
without interference from the black contrasts. The perceived
darkeningof the gray bars can then be explained as being partly
due to brightnesscontrast betweenthe gray region and its white
surround on this ADO.
In particular, as described in Sections 10 and 12, the FCS
gray and white inputs are processedon a different monocular
and binocular ADO than are the black inputs. Here, shunting
on-center,off-surround networks contrast-enhance the inputs
near luminancediscontinuities before filling-in the contrast-enhancedinputs at the next processingstage.GrossbergandTodorovic (1988) and Pessoaet al. (1995) described computersimulations thatdemonstratehowbrightnesscontrastcanbe achieved
using this combinationof contrastiveand filling-in mechanisms.
EarlierFCS monocularprocessingstages,before those that initiate depth-selectivecapture of brightness and color signals, can
be influenced by the types of filtering effects that Moulden and
Kingdom ( 1989)andWhite ( 1981) proposed; see,for example,
the monocular stagesMPL and MPR in Figure 12.
The percepton the left side of Figure 6 has a similar explanation. Here, the gray bars lie on black bars rather than on gray
bars. However,the relative contrastsof the occluding white bars
to the partially occluded gray and blac~ background are similar
to those on the right side. These relative contrasts initiate the
same sort of boundary detachmentprocess in both cases,so a
similar figure-ground percept is obtained. In contrast, in this
case,the occludersare white. The gray regions on the left side
now look brighter becausethey coexist with black on the FIDO
that they share,without interference from the white occluders.
Another figure-ground perceptalso may be obtained in re':
sponseto the White (1979) display-one in which the gray
bars appearto be part of a transparentsurface in front of the
grating. This alternative percept is facilitated by vertically
lengtheningthe gray bars and altering their relative contrast with
respectto black and white. If this is done, thenthere is a greater
potential for competition betweengeometric and contrast-based
effects on bipole grouping,much as in the reverse-contrastBregman-Kanizsa display (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in Figure 5D, In particular, if the gray bars are'lengthened,then the
vertical bipole cells near the horizontal gray-white border get
their inputs from a combinationof black-white and gray-white
edges; they can no longer be fed primarily by black-white
edges,as is possible when small gray bars are used. Otherthings
being equal, the geometric advantagestill tends to go to the
vertical bipole cells that respond to black-white and graywhite vertical edges becausethese edges are longer than the
horizontal black-gray edgesof the figure. These vertical bipolecell receptive fields hereby pool more signals along their full
length than can the correspondinghorizontal bipole cells (Fig-
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Figure 28. A: Typically. the vertical black-white and gray-white boundariesactivatetheir bipole cells
morethan the horizontal black-gray edges can excite theirs. B: If the vertical gray-white boundaries(thin
vertical lines) are weak enough and the horizontal black-gray boundaries (horizontal lines) are close
enough,thenhorizontal boundarycompletion can win over vertical completionbecausethe horizontalbipole
cells pool a larger total input than the vertical ones.

ure 28A) if the gray-white contrastsare sufficiently large. Then,
the white vertical bars pop out, just as in Figure 5D, and the
lightening of the gray bars can be explained as a result of
brightness contrastbetweenblack and gray on the FIDO corresponding to the more distant surface.
Alternatively,supposethatthe vertical gray-white edgeshave
low contrast. Then,the amountof signal that is pooled by the
vertical bipole cells is reduced. In addition, the horizontal
black-gray edges will then have high contrast. Becausethese
horizontal black-gray edgesare collinear and close to one another, their horizontal bipole cells may win the compe~ition
with the vertical bipole cells and therebycomplete horizontal
boundariesthat spanthe black-gray edgesandthe vertical white
bars (see Figure 28B ). Whenthis happens,a connectedrectangular boundaryis formed that surroundsthe gray bars and their
adjacent white-bar fragments. Vertical end-gaps can then be
formed in the weak vertical gray-white boundarieswhere they
abut the black-gray boundaries,just as in the explanati<?nof
neon color spreading(see Figure 24D). White color from the
white bars can then leak into the gray bars, therebylightening
them. This assimilationperceptis thus a variant of neon color

spreading.
In summary,the aboveanalysissuggestshow figure-ground
percepts may contributeto the White (1979) effect. In particular, changing the balanceof geometricaland contrastivefactors
may bias the perceptfrom one of opaque occludersto one of
transparentoccluders.The White effect occursin both casesbut
for different reasonsthat shareproperties with the BregmanKanizsa (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979)and 3-D neon colorspreading percepts,respectively.This figure-ground analysis
does not denythe possiblecontributions of early filtering operations. It does,however,helpto explain why suchfiltering opera-

tions, taken alone, have proved insufficient to explain the
percept.
How can an observerswitch betweenperceptsof white vertical occluding bars in front and a transparentrectangularsurface
in front? As illustrated in Figure 9, top-down attention can
amplify the strengthof boundariesandsurfacesin a givenregion
at theexpenseof boundariesnearby.Bottom-upeffectsof differential acuity due to where the eyes fixate the image may have
a similar effect. Finally, habituationof signalsin activepathways
that supportone interpretationmay shift the competitivebalance
to favor otherpathways that favor an alternativeinterpretation.
This habituative process is explored more fully in the next
section.

20. Depth Stratification, GeometricalGrouping,
and Rivalry
The above explanationsuggestshow geometricand contrastbasedgrouping factors maycompetewith eachotherto generate
a bistablepercept.Geometricalgrouping factors mayalso competeamongthemselvesto generatemultiple percepts.Figure 2A
displays an ambiguous pattern that illustrates Kanizsa's (1979,
1985) concept of perceptual stratification. This figure can be
perceivedeitheras a white cross in front of a partially occluded
white outline square or as a white outline squarein front of a
partially occluded white cross.The former perceptusually occurs. In general,a thinner structuretendsto be perceivedbehind
a thicker one (Petter, 1956).
The stratification percept can be explained using properties
of bipole cell cooperation, end-cuts,and amodal completion
behind an occluder.Thesepropertiesprovide a mechanisticway
to understandthe classical Gestaltprinciple of good continua-
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Figure 29. The bipole cells that try to complete the outline squareboundary in A get less total input than
the bipoles that try to complete the cross boundariesin B. As a result, the cross boundarieswin. and popout is obtained by the usual mechanisms,including bipole competition of the cross boundariesand endgaps at the squareboundaries,as in C.

tion, which is often used to explain stratification (Rock, 1993).
Two key issuesare why do thinner structures usually get occluded and why do they not always get occluded?
Once one knows the receptive field structure of a bipole
cell, an intuitively appealing answermay be given. This explanation adapts bipo1eproperties that were used to analyze the
White (1979) effect in Figure 29 to the case of Kanizsa
(1979, 1985) stratification. Consider the thin vertical edges
of the outline square and the abutting thick horizontal edges
of the cross, for definiteness. Because the vertical outline
square is thin and the square is thick, the vertical bipole cells
need to cooperate over a much longer distance than do the
horizontal bipole cells. As a result, the vertical bipole cells

(Figure 29A) may receive a much smaller total input from
the outline square than the horizontal bipole cells receive
from the cross (Figure 29B). The horizontal bipole cells are
therefore favored to win the orientational competition with
the vertical bipole cells via the feedback pathways of the
SOCC loop (see Figure 13B). When they do, they control
the feedback pathways within the SOCC loop. This enables
the horizontal bipole cells to complete the horizontal cross
boundaries, as in Figure 29C. While this is happening, the
horizontal bipole cells activate the feedback spatial competition wi~hin the SOCC feedback loop (see Figure 13B). As a
result, end-gaps are created at the ends of the square boundaries where they abut the cross boundaries,as in Figure 29C.
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The completed cross boundariesand broken squareboundaries are now computationally analogousto the completedoccluder boundaries and broken B boundariesof the BregmanKanizsa display (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in Figure
260. As in the case of the Bregman-Kanizsa black occ1uder,
the cross boundaries capture and fill in the intervening white
color at their binocular FlOO. The squareboundariesare amodally completed behind the cross at a more distant BCS copy,
muchas the B boundariesare completedbehindthe occluder in
Figure 26F. As in the explanation of the White (1979) effect,
the competitivebalance betweenvertical and horizontalboundaries can be altered by changingthe position at which the eyes
foveate,by a top-down shift of spatial attention,or by the type
ofhabituative processthat is describedbelow.Whenthe balance
shifts, the outline square can pop in front.
This explanation can also be usedto explain the variants of
stratification that are shown in Figures2B-0. In particular,the
"real.' contrastive boundaries of the outline square in these
figures enable their bipole cells to win the competitionby providing continuous contrasts acrossthe width of the cross and
therebyovercoming the disadvantagethat is depicted in Figure
29A. The bipole cells of the squareare thus favored in several
ways: They have continuous bottom-upinputs along an entire
edge of the square,whereasthe bipole cells of the crossdo not,
as in Figure 29B. Locations at which bottom-up inputs are
receivedcangeneratestrongerboundariesthanlocationsthat do
not because,in the former case,bottom-up inputs and SOCC
feedbackcooperateto form the boundary,whereasin the latter
case,SOCC feedback alone supportsboundaryformation. Finally, at locations where, say,a vertical line or edge of a square
exists, as in Figure 2B-O, horizontal bipole cells of the cross
are inhibited by spatial impenetrability(see Section9). These
factors conspire to enable bipole cells of the squareto always
win the competition with bipole cells of the cross wherevera
continuousline or edge of the squareexists.
In responseto many images where vertical and horizontal
boundariesare more equally balanced,monocular rivalry can
occur (Kaufman, 1974). Grossberg(1980, Section 12) provided an explanationof why achromaticgratingsare perceived
to alternatemore slowly than chromaticgratings (Rauschecker,
Campbell,& Atkinson, 1973). Grossberg( 1987b,Sections2728) extendedthis explanationto include parametri.cproperties
of binocular rivalry, as in the experimentsof Blake (1977),
Blake and Camisa (1979), Blake and Fox (1974), Blake and
Lema (1978), Fox and Check (1972), Hollins and Bailey
(1981), and Wales and Fox (1970). Arrington (1993) usedthe
Grossbergmodel to quantitativelysimulateparametricproperties of the binocular rivalry data of Mueller and Blake (1989).
Grossberg( 1991), Francis and Grossberg(1996a, 1996b), and
Francis et al. ( 1994) explainedvisual persistencedata using the
samemechanisms.
Why should persistenceand rivalry data be explicable by
the samemechanisms?The mechanismsthat trigger the rivalry
perceptare hypothesizedto be habituativetransmittersthat multiply, or gate, bottom-up signals in the pathwaysfrom complex
cells to hypercomp1excells and top-down signals from bipole
cells to hypercomplexcells (Figure 13B). The functionalrole of
thesegatesis predicted to be the rapid resetof a BCS boundary
segmentationwhen its scenic input shuts off or moves. The

rapid resetis traced to an antagonisticrebound that occurs from
ON cells to OFF cells whenchanging inputs alter the habituative
balance betweenthe ON and OFF cells. The rebounding OFF
cells inhibit the correspondingbipole cells and thereby prevent
them from resonatingfor too long by meansof bipole-hypercomplexpositive feedbackafter the image shuts off. Were it not
for this active inhibitory process,massiveimage smearingcould
occur every time a perceivedobject moves.
In the stratification perceptof Figure 2A, this model suggests
that the cross percept usually wins because it generatesa
strongertotal input to its bipole cells than does the square.The
cross-compatiblehabituativetransrilitters take longer to habituate to the point where the square-compatibleinputs can win the
orientational competition and switch to the alternativepercept.

21. Figure-Ground Pop-Out of Line Drawings
Using the above concepts,the pop-out percepts that are derived from the line drawings in Figure 3 can also be explained.
ConsiderFigure 3A for definiteness.Figure 30 summarizesan
explanation using the same format as in Figure 26. The key
observationsare as follows: In Figure 30D, the vertical rectangle's boundaries get detached from the horizontal rectangle's
boundariesbecauseof the geometrical advantageof the horizontal bipole cells over the vertical bipole cells. The deleted
vertical boundary gets completed in Figure 26F at depth Dz
after the horizontal rectangleboundaryis inhibited there.Everything else then goes through as in the explanationof the Bregman-Kanizsa percept(Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in Fig-

ure26.
A similar argumentcan be used to explain the percept of
Figure 3C, whereinthe amodal completion approximatesa circle. Once the boundariesof the squareare detachedfrom those
of the incomplete circle, the latter can generatea curved boundary completion at depth Dz, albeit not necessarily a perfect
circle. Figure l6C illustrates curved boundary completion by
the BCS. The perceptof Figure 3C is oftenattributed to concepts
like Pragnanzand likelihood or to the brain's preference for
generic or nonaccidentalsolutions (e.g., Rock, 1993). The main
idea is that the perceptof a Pac-manfigure abutting a square
would be a purely coincidentalinterpretationof the image,rather
than a generic one. There are many related percepts,however,
where such an argumentwould be harder to make (e.g., the
percept of Figure 2B). The present explanation holds whether
the perceptis generic or nonaccidental.
What about the percept in Figure 3B? Here, the horizontal
rectanglecan getdetachedfrom the vertical rectangleas before,
as in Figure 31D. But now, there is only one incomplete rectangular fragment, not two. How do the inhibited ends of the vertical boundariesget restored?This is not due to amodalboundary
completion behind the occluder,as in Figure 31F. However,as
in that explanation,whenthe boundariesof the horizontal rectangle are inhibited at depth Dz, their bipole inhibition of the
vertical boundariesat depth Dz is also eliminated, as in Figure
31F. This disinhibition of the vertical hypercomplexcells at Dz
enablesthe ends of the vertical boundaries to be restored by
their bottom-up inputs. One point worth emphasizing is why
the depth Dz representationof Figure 311 does not contain the
horizontal rectangle but that of Figure 31H does. This is so
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Figure 30. An explanationof how the imagein Figure 3A generatesa perceptof pop-out of the horizontal
outline bar and amodalcompletionof the partially occluded vertical outline bar. See Section 2 I for details.

becausethe image in Figure 31H representsBCS boundaries,
whereas the image in Figure 311 representsthe FCS surface
contrasts that fill in the binocularFIDOs. including the blackto-white contrasts that renderthe lines visible.

22. Why Do Brighter KanizsaSquaresLook Closer?
As noted in Section 6, brighter regions can look closer,
whether in Egusa ( 1983) or Kanizsasquaredisplays. This sec-

tion proposesan explanationof thesepercepts that emphasizes
the role of surface-to-boundaryfeedback in generatingfigureground percepts.The explanation also provides more detailed
information about how this feedbackis distributed across multiple depth representations.
A convenient point of departure is a proposal by Wilson,
Blake, and Halpern (1991) that there is a coarse-to-fineinteraction during stereo processing such that larger receptive fields
inhibit smaller receptive fields; for example, lower frequency
"far" units inhibit higher frequency "near" units. This inhibi-
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Figure 31. An explanation of how the image in Figure 3B can generatea percept of pop-out of the
horizontal outline bar, even though the vertical outline bar cannot be completed arnodally behind it. See
Section 21 for details.

tion is proposed to decreaseas the difference betweenscales
increases in order to explain how depth transparencycan be
perceived when information defining the transparentplanes is
separatedby approximatelyfour octaves in spatial frequency.
Sucha direct inhibitory effect betweenspatialfrequenciesis
hard to reconcile with data showing that both low spatial-frequency and high spatial-frequencysinusoids can signal either
near or far depth percepts,dependingon the scenic context in
which they are found (Brown & Weisstein,1988; Grossberg,
1994; Klymenko & Weisstein, 1986) and that larger spatial

frequenciescanfuse a largerrangeof disparities,including small
disparities, due to the size-disparity correlation (see Fig-

ure 19).
Two relatedtypes of mechanismsin FACADE theory replace
Wilson et al.'s (1991) proposal and escapeits problems. One
mechanismconcernsthe mannerin which multiple spatialscales
interact through bipole cooperationto form BCS copies that
representboundaries at a prescribed depth range (see Figure
17B). As noted in Section 11,this mechanismcan be used to
explain how positionally accurate boundariescan be formed
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within each depth range and to thereby explain various data
concerning inhibition among multiple spatialscales.
The second mechanismis more relevantto explaining why
brighter Kanizsasquareslook closer.This is the boundary pruning mechanismthat was summarizedin Figures 12 and20. Here,
FCS -+ BCS feedbacksignals within eachdepthrangeenhance
those boundariesthat define successfullyfilled-in FCS regions,
whereasthey inhibit boundaries that correspondto more distant
depths. This inhibition across depths is now proposed to decrease with the depth difference.
The decreasein inhibitory strengthacrossdepthis usedbelow
to explain why brighter surfaces can look closerand how depth
transparencycan occur when four octavesin spatial frequency
separatethe defining inputs. Given that transparencyis a surface
property, rather than a property of early filtering, the present
FCS-basedexplanation provides a way out of the difficulties
faced by Wilson et al.'s (1991) proposal while helping to explain additional data about brightness-depth correlations.
The main paradox about the Kanizsa depth perceptderives
from the fact that the enhancedbrightnessis not a local property
of its Pac-maninducers. Rather, it is an emergentproperty of
how illusory contoursare completed andsurfacerepresentations
are filled in. How does this emergentsurface property alter the
perceiveddepth of the square?Given the aboveanalysis of figure-ground perception, it is natural to recastethis questionas
follows: How does the enhancedbrightnessof the FCS surface
representationof the square alter the BCS boundariesso that
the Kanizsasquarecan pop out in front of its Pac-maninducers
and the Pac-maninducers can be amodally completed behind
the square?FCS -+ BCS feedback is naturally invoked for this
purpose, and the paradoxical brightness-depth correlation is
reduced.toa consequenceof boundary-surface consistency.
The proposed explanation is shown schematicallyin Figure
32. Figures 32A-D recapitulate the processingstagesused to
explain the Bregrnan-Kanizsa percept (Bregman, 1981; Kanizsa, 1979) in Figure 26. The simple-cell processingstage of
Figure 26B is omitted in Figure 32, so that Figure 32B representsthe complex-cell processingstage.Figure 32C showsillusory squarecompletion. Figure 32D showsthe filled-in surface
representationswith enhancedbrightness of the Kanizsasquare
due to brightnesscontrast and filling-in (see Gove et al., 1995,
for a computersimulation of this property). In Figure 32D, the
contrastbetweenthe filled-in squareand Pac-menis greaterthan
the contrast between the Pac-men and the background.As a
result, the FCS -+ BCS feedback signals are strongerfrom the
corners of the squarethan from the circular Pac-mancontours.
Figure 32E showsthe effect of this FCS -+ BCS feedbackwhen
it acts in an excitatory way within eachdepth.The BCS boundaries at the square corners are differentially strengthenedand
therefore strengthenthe entire Kanizsa square boundary by
meansof bipole-cell cooperativefeedback.As this occurs,competitive feedbackfrom the strengthenedsquareboundarybreaks
the endsof the weakercircular boundariesto form end-gapsat
the ends of the Pac-men.These end-gapsallow dissipation of
the black color from the Pac-men at the nearer depth of D..
Thus, only the Kanizsa square can fill in effectively at this
depth after FCS -+ BCS feedbackacts. Figure 32F depicts the
inhibitory FCS -+ BCS feedback from the contoursof the filledin Kanizsa squareat Dl to the correspondingpositions at larger
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depths. The squareboundaries at the larger depths are hereby
eliminated. The Pac-menare then free to amodally complete
their boundariesinto (almost) circular boundaries.The remainder of the explanationnowgoesthroughjust as in the BregmanKanizsa percept,including how the occluded parts of the Pacmen are amodally completed and how the Kanizsa square and
the unoccluded Pac-mensurfacesare modally completed at the
different depths of D. and D2.
It remains to say how a largerbrightness difference between
the squareand the backgroundyields a larger perceived depth
difference.This propertyis suggestedto follow from the balance
of excitatory FCS -+ BCS feedbackwithin each depth and the
inhibitory FCS -+ BCS feedbackbetweennearbydepths. When
the brightnessdifference is very small, the excitatory feedback
from the squareis not substantiallygreater than that from the
curved Pac-manedges.Hence,no end-gaps,or only weak endgaps, can form, and there is little pop-out or depth difference.
As the brightnessdifference increases,end-gapsdo form in the
Pac-men,and pop-out betweenadjacentdepth can begin to occur. A larger brightnessdiff~rence enablesFCS -+ BCS inhibition to eliminate squareboundariesovera wider rangeof depths
and thus to complete Pac-meninto circles at thesedepths. The
maximum achievablebrightness difference leads to the maximum inhibition, which, combined with FCS pruning of redundantboundariesand surfaces,limits the extentto which the Pacmen recede from the surface depth of the square.

23. Are Both Boundariesand Surfaces
Amodally Completed?
The explanationsof amodal completion have heretofore emphasizedamodal completion of BCS boundaries,as in Figures
26F and 30F. These completed boundaries are recognized via
direct BCS -+ORS pathways,as in Figure 9, which are interpreted neurobiologically in terms of interactions betweenextrastriate visual cortex and temporal cortex, respectively(Desimone,
1991; Desimone, Schein, Moran, & Ungerleider,1985; Desimone & Ungerleider,1989; Gochin, Miller, Gross,& Gerstein,
1991;Harries & Perrett,1991; Mishkin, 1978,1982; Mishkin &:.
Appenzeller, 1987; Perrett, Mistlin, & Chitty, 1987; Schiller,
1994, 1995; Schwartz, Desimone, Albright, & Gross, 1983;
Zeki, 1983a, 1983b). The amodally completed boundariesare
perceptuallyinvisible if only becauseBCS outputs are derived
from a complex-cellpooling processthat combinessignals from
opposite contrastpolarities and all colors to define the strongest
possible boundaries(Thorell, DeValois, & Albrecht, 1984).
These completedboundariesare, by themselves,often sufficient to recognizean object, as various data and modeling studies have suggested.On the data side, object superiority effects
occurusing outline stimuli with little surface detail (Davidoff &
Donnelly, 1990; Homa,Haver,& Schwartz, 1976). The number
of errors in tachistoscopicrecognition and the speedof identification are often similar using appropriatelyand unappropriately
colored objects (Mial, Smith, Doherty, & Smith, 1974; Ostergaard & Davidoff, 1985). Recognitionoccurs with equal speed
using black-and-white photographs or line drawings that are
carefully derived from them (Biederman & Ju, 1988). On the
modeling side, it has beenshown that BCS boundariesare often
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Figure 32. Why brighter Kanizsasquareslook closer.A: Image. B: Complex cell responsesat disparities
D, and D2. C: Completedboundaries before FCS -BCS feedback acts. D: Filled-in activities before
FCS -BCS feedbackacts.E: Effect of excitatory FCS -BCS feedbackon boundary strengthwithin each
depth.The Kanizsa squareboundariesare strengthened.and end-gapsappear in the Pac-manboundariesat
bothD, andD2. F: Effect of inhibitory FCS -BCS feedbackbetweendepths.The contours of the filledin squareat D1 generateinhibitory signals that eliminate the square boundary at D2 and enable the Pacmen to induce completionof circular boundariesat D2.

sufficient to recognizecomplex 3-D objects from sequencesof
their 2-D views (Bradski & Grossberg,1995).
When viewing images such as Figure 8, one also perceives
that the black cross andthe white cross that are amodallycompleted behind the gray disks have an amodalsurfacequality. At
the very least,they seemto spanthe locations that are occluded
by each disk on a definite surface representation.This impression could, in principle, be the result of at leasttwo processes:
interpolation by spatial attention or amodal filling-in. In the
first process,attendingto the four visible comers of a partially
occludedcrosscould focus attentionontheFIDO that represents
the cross and center it on the region that is occluded by the
disk. In the secondprocess,surface filling-in on the monocular
FIDOs that representthe checkerboardpattern completes an
amodalsurface representationbehind eachoccluding disk. The
brightnesssignals from the unoccludedportions of eachcross
are herebycompletedbehindthe occludingdisk. Given that this

occurs,it remainsto clarify howone' 'knows" that the occluded
region has the samecolor as the unoccludedparts of the cross,
eventhough one cannot "see" this color.
To understandthe proposed spatial attention process better,
recall that the BCS -+ FCS interactionsare depth-specific,as in
Figure 18. The checkerboardpattern that surrounds the gray
disks in Figure 8 generatesa filled-in surface representationup
to the disk boundarieson a prescribedbinocular ADO (Figure
12). Spatial attentionis proposedto be mediated by reciprocal
interactions betweenthesebinocular ADOs and a spatial localization network, or multiplexed spatial map (Figure 33). These
model interactionsare interpretedneurobiologically in terms of
the reciprocal pathways that exist between extrastriate visual
cortex and parietal cortex. The latter region is well-known for
its role in directing attentionand action toward the spatiallocations of salienttargets(R. A. Anderson,Essick, & Siegel,1985;
Fischer,1986; Fischer & Breitmever. 1987: Goodale & Milner.
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Figure 33. The reciprocal interactionsof the object recognition system(ORS) with the boundary contour
system (BCS) and the feature contour system (FCS) are supplementedby reciprocal interactions with an
attentive spatial map. These object-based and spatial-basedinteractions are used to coordinate attentive
object recognition, spatial orientation, and visual search.Expressedsomewhatmore technically, the static
BCS and FCS (which modelaspectsof the interbloband blob cortical processingstreams)interact reciprocally with the ORS (which models aspectsof the temporal conex) for purposes of attentive visual object
recognition. The FCS and a motion BCS (which models aspectsof the magnocellularcortical processing
stream) interact reciprocally with a multiplexed spatial map (which models aspectsof the parietal cortex)
for purposesof attentivespatiallocalization andorientation. Both systemsinteract togetherto define spatially
invariant ORS recognition categoriesand to control visual search. From "3-D Vision and Figure-Ground
Separationby Visual Conex," by S. Grossberg,1994, Perception & Psychophysics.55. p. 58. Copyright
1994 by the PsychonomicSoCiety.Reprinted with permission.

1992; Maylor & Hockey,1985; Mountcastle,Anderson,& Motter, 1981; Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola, & Umita, 1987; Wurtz,
Goldberg, & Robinson, 1982). Such interactions have been
modeled earlier to simulate data concerning attentive visual
search.This model has been called the spatial object search
(SOS) modelbecauseof the importance of spatial attention in
the simulated searchprocess(Grossberg et al., 1994).
The data analyzedby the SOS model are all consistentwith
the idea that spatial attention can be focused on 3-D surface
representationsin a depth-andcolor-specificway. Theseinclude
the data of Egeth, Virzi, and Garbart (1984), who found that
visual searchtimes for conjunctive targets wherein three items
sharethe sametargetcolor arethe sameregardlessof the number
of distractors;the data of Wolfe and Friedman-Hill (1992) on
color-color conjunctive search that may be accomplishedby
focusing spatial attention on groupings of surface regions that
share the same color; the data of Nakayama and Silvennan
( 1986)on fast searchof targetsthat are definedby conjunctions
of color anddepth;and the data on searchof 3-D surfaceproperties (Aks & Enns, 1992; He & Nakayama, 1992; Kleffner &
Ramachandran,1992).
Theseexplanationsare also consistentwith the idea that spatial attentionmay spanmore thanone colored location at a time.
In particular,spatial attention could interpolate the four white
bars or the four black bars of each cross in Figure 8 within
the depth- and color-specificbinocular FIDO that carries these
representations.Spatial attentioncould herebycontribute to the
sense that the occluded surface region of each cross is not

"empty." In summary,the binocular FlDO on which the checkerboard in Figure 8 fills in may draw depth-selectiveattention
to the modally completed regions of each cross. The focus of
spatial attention on this FlDO may occur behind the occluding
disks and may therebycontribute to the impressionthata surface
exists with the appropriate color and depth at these locations
becausethat FlDO always representsthis color and depth.
The proposedamodalsurfacecompletion processexploitsthe
property that the occluded regions behind the gray disks fill in
a surface representationin the FACADE model as it stands. In
fact, the monocular FIDOs (see Figure 12) can fill in surface
representationsbehind occluders. In the explanation of Bregman-Kanizsa (Bregman. 1981: Kanizsa. 1979) figure-ground
pop-out, for example, note that the boundaries in Figure 26F
that feed into the monocular FlDOs surround the completed B
shapesat depth D2and the occluder at depth D., so both forms
may fill in completely at their respectivesurface depths.
Why are thesecompletedsurfacesat the monocularFlDOs not
seenas visible surface qualities?FACADE theory proposesthat
only the surfacerepresentationsof the binocular FIOOs are consciously seenunder normal viewing conditions, including both
monocular-and binocular-viewingconditions. (A binocularFIDO
may be activated by monocular viewing, as in its explanation
of Fechner's paradox.)The theory does not attemptto offer a
biochemical reason for this property but rather presentsit as a
working hypothesis.Giventhis hypothesis,it follows thatthe binocular FIOO surfacesgeneratevisible filled-in signalsonly from
unoccludedsurface regions,as illustrated in Figures26G-I.
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Is therea functionalrationale for why only the filled-in binocular FIDOs are consciouslyvisible?This visible representation
is proposedto signal which materialsurfacesare exposedto the
viewer and thereforeare accessibleas targets for goal-oriented
action. In this conception,extrastriatevisual cortex attractsspatial attentionthrough interactions with the parietal cortex and
uses it to activateeye movementsand arm-reachingmovements
toward visible targets.This proposedrole is consistentwith the
fact that the binocular FIDOs are the first processing stage
within the model at which figure-ground separationis fully
achieved.Thus, the binocular FIDOs are the first stage in the
model at which objectsurfacerepresentationsareseparatedwell
enoughto direct actions toward them. In vivo, figure-ground
separationseemsto occur in cortical area V4 of the monkey
(Schiller, 1994,1995; Schiller & Lee, 1991), which the binocular FIDO is proposedto model.
Let us, therefore,assumethat only binocular FIDOs carry
visible signalsand are used to direct goal-orientedmovements.
If this is so,then activities at monocularFIDOs are perceptually
invisible. By what means,then, could the monocular FIDOs
lead to an awarenessof amodalsurfacecompletion?In particular, how doesan observerdeterminewhich amodallycompleted
disk in Figure 8 is white or black?This questioncan be technically restatedas follows: Do monocularFIDOs, as well as binocular FIDOs, influence surface recognition by the ORS? The
answer that is proposedhereingoes as follows.
As schematizedin Figure 33, FCS surface representations
within the model interact reciprocally with the ORS as well as
with the spatial attentionsystem.TheseFCS interactions help
to direct object attention (Duncan, 1984) as well as spatial
attention (Posner,1980) on FCS surfacerepresentations.Object
attention and spatial attention may be attributed to the IT and
parietal cortical streams,respectively,that are indicated in Figure 10. Object attentionplays a key role in categorizing and
recognizing objects, whereas spatial attention helps to locate
and act on them. Data about the what and where of cortical
processingstreamsthroughthe temporaland parietal cortices,
respectively,have greatly clarified this distinction (Goodale &
Milner, 1992; Mishkin, Ungerleider,& Macko, 1983; Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). Thus,one mayconsiderthe possibility
that the surfacerepresentationsof the monocularFIDOs, as well
as those of the binocular FIDOs, sendsignalsto the ORS in the
temporalcortex. In a similar way,onecan ask if both monocular
and binocular FIDOs guide the allocation of spatial attention,
albeit possibly in different ways.
The hypothesisthat monocularFIDOs signal the ORS with
occludedsurfacepropertiesis supportedby the observationthat
the correctly completedboundariesof occludedobjects are represented at the monocular FIDOs, but not at the binocular
FIDOs, where boundaryenrichmentoccurs (Figure 18B). For
example,the correctlycompletedB boundariesoccur in Figure
26F, but not in Figure 26H, where they are summed. That is
why the unsummedBCS boundaries(possibly in cortical area
V2) areproposedto input directly intothe ORS (in the temporal
cortex) before they are added on their way to the binocular
FIDOs (in cortical areaV4). The ORS,in turn, sendsreciprocal
top-down expectationsignalsback to the BCS that focus object
attention on the activeboundariesthere.
Both the boundaryand the surface representationsthat are

formed at this unsummed level input to the ORS. The surface
recognition achieved in this way is assumedto subservethe
awarenessof amodal surface quality. Because the monocular
FIDOs are depth- and color-specific,this recognition eventcarries with it an awarenessof surface depth and color, even if it
is not visible.
More needsto be said abouthow surfacequalities can become
conscious,evenif they are not visible. A central tenetof adaptive
resonance theory is that consciousevents are resonant events
that develop over time as bottom-up signals and top-down expectations interact to select an attentionalfocus (Carpenter&
Grossberg, 1993; Grossberg, 1980, 1995). In the present instance,the bottom-up signals are the boundaryand surface outputs to the ORS. The ORS, in turn, sendsreciproc'altop-down
expectation signals back to the BCS and the FCS. These topdown signals focus object attention on the active boundaries
and surfacesthere.The resonancethatdevelopsbetweenboundary or surface representationsand the categorical representations of the ORS is proposed to be capable of supporting a
conscious event, even if it is not visible.
Various data support the hypothesisthat FCS surface representationsinteract with the ORS,as in Figure 32. Theseinclude
the following: A failure to attentivelybind colored surfacesto
the correct boundaries can occur during illusory conjunctions
(McLean, Broadbent,& Broadbent,1983; Stefurak & Boynton,
1986; Treisman& Schmidt, 1982). Color can facilitate object
naming if the objects to be named are structurally similar or
degraded(Christ, 1975;Price & Humphreys,1989). Colorsare
coded categorically prior to the processingstage at which they
are named (Davidoff, 1991; Rosch, 1975). Furtherstudiesare
neededto determine if these color properties are mediated by
binocular FIDOs, monocular FIDOs, or as yet undiscovered
additional surface representations.
This summaryhasconsideredhow the monocularand binocular FIDOs of Figure 12 may interact with the object attention
systemand the spatial attentionsystem.Assuming that the monocular FIDOs are computed within the thin stripes of cortical
area V2, the binocular FIDOs within area V4, the object attention system within the temporal cortex, and the spatial attention
system within the parietal cortex, then the above hypotheses
make testable predictions about how cortical areas V2 and V4
directly or indirectly interact with the temporal and parietal
cortices. A full analysis of this issueis beyond the scopeof this
article. My goal in this sectionhas beento point out that fillingin within the monocularFIDOs and spatial attentionto monocular and binocular FIDOs are processesthat may subservethe
amodalawarenessof an occluded surface representation.

24. Concluding Remarks
This article extendsthe explanatoryrangeof FACADE theory
to explain data concerning how 2-D pictures may give rise to
3-D percepts of occluding and occluded objects. The theory
considers pictures that are derived from line drawings, color
fields, and combinations thereof. The percepts analyzed herein
probe how geometrical constraints and contrast-basedconstraints influence the boundary and surfacerepresentationsthat
subservepictorial percepts.Sometimesthese boundaryand surface constraintscooperatewith one another,and sometimesthey
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compete.The theory's ability to handle the subtle perceptual
changesresulting from manipulations that change this balance
provides additionalevidencethat its modelprinciples andmechanisms incorporatea substantialkernel of truth.
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